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Yes, chemical drain cleaners take care of tough clogs. But they're often expensive and laden with toxic additives.
So try a more natural--yet effective--approach with these rubberized, bendable drain tools. Just insert the
FlexiSnake into a drain and twirl. A flat pad covered with hook-and-loop material grabs hair and soap residue and
for a quick, clogged sink, tub, and shower drain fix.
Includes two regular sized tools and two junior sized tools
Regular tools measures 26"L with 1/2"W pad
Not for use with solvents or extremely hot water
Made in USA
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Overall Rating 4.6 out of 5
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It worked!

Posted by indymama 06-13-11
(read all my reviews)

Overall Rating
"I've had 3 slow drains for months and been putting off calling a plumber. I saw this tool on QVC and thought I'd give it a try, not
really expecting much. Well, I used it on all 3 drains and they are now free of hair and draining well. Although it wasn't the most
pleasant task I've ever done, it beats the heck out of paying a plumber."
Would you recommend this product as a gift?
No
Was this review helpful to you? Yes | No

Report Inappropriate Review

Share this Review:

Flipping amazing!!!

Posted by Zeta Angel 06-04-11
(read all my reviews)

Overall Rating
"So I noticed that my shower started to overflow. I have a lot of hair so had a feeling that my hair was starting to clog the drain. I
used this... I pulled out what looked like a baseball monster size of hair. Totally disgusting, smelled horrible... but, IT WORKED!
And for those concerned about the one time use think of it this way... you would usually purchase a one time use jug of some
chemical that is meant to break down the clog and then goes into the sewer system with those harsh chemicals... instead this is a
one time use item that pulls the clog up instead of pushing it further down AND it doesn't dump harsh chemicals into the sewer
system. Plus, after pulling out the hair monster I don't think I would want to use it again...."
Would you recommend this product as a gift?
Yes
Was this review helpful to you? Yes | No

Report Inappropriate Review

Share this Review:

Awesome

Posted by loudunk 05-31-11
(read all my reviews)

Overall Rating
"My husband spent hours taking the bathroom sink apart trying to get to the clog but was not able to get the bathroom sink to drain
properly. I spent about 5 minutes using the small snake and I pulled out a glob of hair from the head of the Previous Owner of this
house! 7years we have lived with this slow running drain and thanks to this great product... The Drain IS Fixed!!! Love it! It slipped
right pasted the POP-UP drain, not a problem. And yes, I would use it once and toss it. After all you do get 4 in the package."
Would you recommend this product as a gift?
Yes
Who would this be a perfect gift for?
Dads
Was this review helpful to you? Yes | No

Report Inappropriate Review

Share this Review:

Great Product

Posted by NeenieL 05-30-11
(read all my reviews)

Overall Rating
"This is a great product for getting hair and gunk out of sink, tub and shower drains. I am a woman who knows nothing about how
to remove drain stoppers and drain plates so when all my drains became sluggish, I was stumped on how to get the gunk out. I
saw this on QVC and decide for the low price it was worth a shot. I was so happy with the results. It took a few times of inserting
the wire into the drains and removing, but afterwards all my drains work just like new. Thanks."
Would you recommend this product as a gift?
Yes
Who would this be a perfect gift for?
Families

http://www.qvc.com/qvc.product.V29217.html?&cookie=set[7/1/2011 11:48:21 AM]
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Was this review helpful to you? Yes | No

Report Inappropriate Review

Share this Review:

Great product!

Posted by Southern NaNa 05-26-11
(read all my reviews)

Overall Rating
"Purchased these on a whim and I am so glad I did! I can use these without having to ask my husband to help."
Would you recommend this product as a gift?
Yes
Who would this be a perfect gift for?
Moms
Was this review helpful to you? Yes | No

Report Inappropriate Review

Share this Review:

FYI: Disposable

Posted by suzyQ3 05-10-11
(read all my reviews)

Overall Rating
"I received my FlexiSnake and used the one for the bathroom sink drain. It did remove a lot of gunk. But my husband, who had the
job of trying to clean it, concluded that it was a one-use type item. I said no, that can't be.
Then I went to the manufacturer's site, and sure enough:
"Just like drain cleaners, FlexiSnake is disposable. For sanitation, throw away after use. If not disposed of immediately, clean
completely with an old toothbrush and disinfect."
So while I was satisfied with the results, I am not happy with the fact that this is essentially a one-use item"
2 of 2 people found this review helpful.
Was this review helpful to you? Yes | No

Report Inappropriate Review

Share this Review:

No Man Needed!!

Posted by netsy89 05-09-11
(read all my reviews)

Overall Rating
"I have long hair and my bathroom sink gets clogged no matter how vigilant I am about keeping hair out. DH always grumbles
when I ask him to clean out the drain. I saw this and figured it was worth a try. Works excellent! I've used it two different times and
it cleaned the drain perfectly. I also get the satisfaction of telling DH I did it myself and don't have to listen to him grumble."
Would you recommend this product as a gift?
Yes
Was this review helpful to you? Yes | No

Report Inappropriate Review

Share this Review:

Does the job

Posted by Thea A 05-09-11
(read all my reviews)

Overall Rating
"Highly recommend this item for any sink. Unclogged my 2 bathroom sinks without the cost of a plumber. User friendly for anyone
in the household to use.
Product is made in the USA and this was a main factor too when making the decision.
Recommend to anyone and I keep a spare set on hand too."
Would you recommend this product as a gift?
Yes
Who would this be a perfect gift for?
Neighbors
Was this review helpful to you? Yes | No

Report Inappropriate Review

Share this Review:

http://www.qvc.com/qvc.product.V29217.html?&cookie=set[7/1/2011 11:48:21 AM]
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wasted money, no value

Posted by Anonymous 05-09-11

Overall Rating
"Don't bother, piece of junk. For me it was wasted money
NO VALUE"
Would you recommend this product as a gift?
No
Was this review helpful to you? Yes | No

Report Inappropriate Review

Share this Review:

Works Great on my Bathroom Sink

Posted by QVC devotee 05-04-11
(read all my reviews)
Top 10 Contributor

Overall Rating

"My bathroom sink routinely starts running slowly though I have short hair and take care not to let anything gunky go down. I do
not trust chemicals for I am afraid they will eat away at various components of the drain system and I will be left with a leak
somewhere. I was not able to get this down my bathtub drain (just experimenting....that runs very well) so basically I am using
these "snakes" in just one sink. It is hard to get a plumber in and the price is very high. If I use one of the "snakes" only on this one
bathroom sink, they have already paid for themselves. Plus....I am spared a lot of aggravation..aggravating thoughts like these"
"...afraid guests will notice the sink running slowly, will I get some creepy stranger plumber in my home, I should do something but
I will take care of it another day." A slow running drain can be an aggravation taking up too much of one's thoughts....just buy these
and try them. If they do not work, send them back. Return postage with the QVC label is under $7. One doesn't want to pay return
postage often so it is to be thought about. However, enough people have been buying these and satisfied with them that odds are
you, too, will find they work. For most people, they have some sink somewhere where these work. Give these "snakes" a try."
Would you recommend this product as a gift?
Yes
Was this review helpful to you? Yes | No

Report Inappropriate Review

Share this Review:

Disgusted!

Posted by Xuser 04-11-11
(read all my reviews)

Overall Rating
"I purchased the FlexiSnake with great expectations after watching the presentation on television. I found it useless. After more
than 10 attempts and two drains, I gave up and returned it."
Would you recommend this product as a gift?
No
Was this review helpful to you? Yes | No

Report Inappropriate Review

Share this Review:

Works Great!!

Posted by DLV 04-09-11
(read all my reviews)

Overall Rating
"I tend to read the negative reviews to see what folks don't like about the products. Well, these worked GREAT. It takes a little time
to do it but my sink would fill to the overflow with water on a regular basis. I spent about 15-20 minutes with this flexisnake and pull
enough hair out to make a full wig! The sink - flows like new! Any excess "gunk" comes off pretty easy with water and an old
toothbrush. HIGHLY recommend this product."
Would you recommend this product as a gift?
Yes
Was this review helpful to you? Yes | No

Report Inappropriate Review

Share this Review:
1-12 of 243
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Yes, chemical drain cleaners take care of tough clogs. But they're often expensive and laden
with toxic additives. So try a more natural--yet effective--approach with these rubberized,
bendable drain tools. Just insert the FlexiSnake into a drain and twirl. A flat pad covered with
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hook-and-loop material grabs hair and soap residue and for a quick, clogged sink, tub, and
shower drain fix.
•
•
•
•

Includes two regular sized tools and two junior sized tools
Regular tools measures 26"L with 1/2"W pad
Not for use with solvents or extremely hot water
Made in USA
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Write a Review

Posted by Bamabear 04-08-11
(read all my reviews)

It Broke
Overall Rating

"Severely disappointed. The drain cover is not removable. The snake barely went inside and was difficult to push
down and twist. On the way out, the snake broke in sink. The next one with the paddle does nothing. I followed
directions so?????"
Would you recommend this product as a gift?
No
Was this review helpful to you? Yes | No

Report Inappropriate Review

Share this Review:

Posted by Maryah 04-06-11
(read all my reviews)

So Easy to Use!!
Overall Rating

"After using liquid cleaners over and over to no avail, I thought I would try this tool. It REALLY WORKS!!!! I'm so
glad I "took the plunge!""
Was this review helpful to you? Yes | No

Report Inappropriate Review

Share this Review:

Better than chemicals!

Posted by Carol0606 03-30-11
(read all my reviews)

Overall Rating
"These little snakes are really great. I couldn't wait to use them on my sluggish drain and when I did - WOW- was
I surprised at what I got out. I feel better using these than using chemicals that pollute the water."

http://www.qvc.com/qic/qvcapp.aspx/view.2/app.detail/params.item.V29217.desc.Set-of-4-FlexiSnake-Be...
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Would you recommend this product as a gift?
Yes
Who would this be a perfect gift for?
Families
Was this review helpful to you? Yes | No

Report Inappropriate Review

Share this Review:

Posted by DrJo 03-21-11
(read all my reviews)

drain? no, but vacuum hose, yes
Overall Rating

"I never got anything out of the drains other than a few strands of slime-covered hair (and I ran it all the way down
to the handle). Ultimately I had to resort to one 15-minute treatment of drain cleaner to do the job.
HOWEVER, this thing is great for snagging clogs out of the vacuum cleaner hose! It seems that as long as the
clog is dry (like the steel-woolish stuff demonstrated on air), it works fine."
Would you recommend this product as a gift?
No
Was this review helpful to you? Yes | No

Report Inappropriate Review

Share this Review:

Posted by lelandsgirl 03-10-11
(read all my reviews)

Love love love this product!!!
Overall Rating

"I was skeptical when I saw this being presented. For years the only thing that would take care of my clogged
drains was a professional plumber. I decided to give this product a try & I was amazed at the results!! After 1
minute, my clog was gone. I was shocked at the gunk this little tool removed from my pipes. I am now ordering a
set for my mother & my in laws. Great product QVC!!!"
Would you recommend this product as a gift?
Yes
Was this review helpful to you? Yes | No

Report Inappropriate Review

Share this Review:

Posted by Anonymous 03-05-11

Best Little Tool Ever
Overall Rating

"I used this tool as soon as it arrived - As soon as I used it the sink drained immediately. The contents of the
drain was YUCKY but now it's gone. LOVE THIS PRODUCT!!!"
Would you recommend this product as a gift?
Yes
Was this review helpful to you? Yes | No

Report Inappropriate Review

Share this Review:

BIT THE BULLET CALL THE PLUMBER

Posted by silly me 03-04-11
(read all my reviews)

Overall Rating
"I did have a set of the flexisnake bendables, that I ordered last year, and thought I lost, so I ordered the new
ones, and go figure the old set magically appears. I tried them in our bathroom sink and nothing, it only pulled up
a couple strands of hair. The drain was clogged further down the line and I had to call a plumber, the new
purchases set is on the way back."
Would you recommend this product as a gift?
No
Was this review helpful to you? Yes | No

Report Inappropriate Review

Share this Review:

http://www.qvc.com/qic/qvcapp.aspx/view.2/app.detail/params.item.V29217.desc.Set-of-4-FlexiSnake-Be...

7/1/2011

Posted by WestCoastGal 02-27-11
(read all my reviews)

I was Skeptical
Overall Rating

"What a shock, I used it once in my bathroom sink drain and it worked just like they said.
Such a simple idea - I wish I had thought of inventing it. :)"
Would you recommend this product as a gift?
Yes
Who would this be a perfect gift for?
Dads
Was this review helpful to you? Yes | No

Report Inappropriate Review

Share this Review:

gorf1976 02-24-11
(read all my reviews)

it works!
Overall Rating

"I have a cat that drinks out of my bathroom sink, and also lays in the sink when I get ready. The sink started
running slow, used one round of a popluar over the conter sink unclogger, and that did not solve the problem I
saw these, ordered them, and it worked. There was a minute or two of trying to get the tool past the stopper, but
multiple passes got a lot of fur out of there! Great product!"
Would you recommend this product as a gift?
Yes
Who would this be a perfect gift for?
Me!
Was this review helpful to you? Yes | No

Report Inappropriate Review

Share this Review:

Posted by sizelarge 02-23-11
(read all my reviews)

Don't Call The Plumber
Overall Rating

"This product is any ladies handyman, I have cleaned my drains and found the snake easy to use and with great
sucess. Thank you Q."
Would you recommend this product as a gift?
No
Was this review helpful to you? Yes | No

Report Inappropriate Review

Share this Review:

WOW HAIR RAISING EXPERIENCE

Posted by wondering2 02-23-11
(read all my reviews)

Overall Rating
"I had just used a chemical drain cleaner a few days prior which virtually did nothing--used this and was blown
away by what I snagged--literally a black hairy creature living in my drain--who would have guessed something
so simple could put on such a show--amazing product!!!!!!"
Would you recommend this product as a gift?
Yes
Who would this be a perfect gift for?
Dads
Was this review helpful to you? Yes | No

Report Inappropriate Review

Share this Review:

Cannot clean

Posted by nonnajoanie 02-22-11
(read all my reviews)

http://www.qvc.com/qic/qvcapp.aspx/view.2/app.detail/params.item.V29217.desc.Set-of-4-FlexiSnake-Be...

7/1/2011

Top 500 Contributor

Overall Rating
"They did a fair job at removing hair from bathroom sinks.........but I was unable to clean..for a one time usage
they are expensive..not a good value for me"
Would you recommend this product as a gift?
No
Was this review helpful to you? Yes | No

Report Inappropriate Review

Share this Review:
Previous Reviews
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Yes, chemical drain cleaners take care of tough clogs. But they're often expensive and laden
with toxic additives. So try a more natural--yet effective--approach with these rubberized,
bendable drain tools. Just insert the FlexiSnake into a drain and twirl. A flat pad covered with
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hook-and-loop material grabs hair and soap residue and for a quick, clogged sink, tub, and
shower drain fix.
•
•
•
•

Includes two regular sized tools and two junior sized tools
Regular tools measures 26"L with 1/2"W pad
Not for use with solvents or extremely hot water
Made in USA
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Write a Review

Posted by bktogfor 02-22-11
(read all my reviews)

Did not work at all
Overall Rating

"I bought this because it looked like a sure-fire way to save money on chemical drain cleaners. It did not work at
all for me. Package says it is "ideal for smaller drain openings". This was not true in my case. I used as instructed
in my bathroom sink since this is one of my worst drains due to hair - it barely made it through the opening &
once it did, I was able to advance it part of the way but unable to twist it as they tell you to do. I was unsucessful
after numerous attempts to bring up any hair, which I KNOW is in the pipe. It brought up a small amount of
"gunk", but nothing else. I was not even able to come close to fitting it down the tub drain (2nd worst drain in the
house) - the grid does not come out of the drain opening & the snake would not fit through the slots in the grid
(not even the smaller snake). I doubt I can send them back since there is "gunk" on 2 of them, so I guess I'll just
eat the cost & keep buying the liquid/gel drain cleaners. Sorry QVC, I really thought this would have been a
money saver & a great solution to a frequent problem, but not for me."
Would you recommend this product as a gift?
No
Was this review helpful to you? Yes | No

Report Inappropriate Review

Share this Review:

Didn't really work

Posted by eef 02-19-11
(read all my reviews)

Overall Rating
"I tried this multiple times, several times thought it was going to stick and not come back up. Never really got
anything back up with it. Maybe because I can't remove the plunger stopper? My drain is a little faster but am still
going to have to call a plumber"
Would you recommend this product as a gift?
No
0 of 1 people found this review helpful.

http://www.qvc.com/qic/qvcapp.aspx/view.2/app.detail/params.item.V29217.desc.Set-of-4-FlexiSnake-Be...
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Was this review helpful to you? Yes | No

Report Inappropriate Review

Share this Review:

Posted by Tonya of Tulsa 02-18-11
(read all my reviews)

**~Work Great~**

Top 25 Contributor

Overall Rating
"Save the chemicals...and the costly plumber, these work just fine. Simple & easy to use...very happy with this
purchase. :)"
Would you recommend this product as a gift?
Yes
Was this review helpful to you? Yes | No

Report Inappropriate Review

Share this Review:

Posted by plaidness 02-18-11
(read all my reviews)

Awesome!!!!!!!!
Overall Rating

"This worked like a charm. I was frustrated after trying so many drain cleaners and decided to give this a try
before calling a plumber. After I got the hang of it I was surprised how easy it was. Wow--this saved money, time,
and frustration--thanks!!!!!!!!!"
Was this review helpful to you? Yes | No

Report Inappropriate Review

Share this Review:

Posted by Transam 02-15-11
(read all my reviews)

Great Item
Overall Rating

"Upon receipt of the FlexiSnake, I was anxious to see if it would work on my slow drain as demonstrated on TV.
This tool removed a hair plug that I was unaware of....just as demonstrated. I'm glad that it came with 4 because I
have 3 baths. I can't wait to have my son use it in his tub/shower as he shaves in the shower and I'm sure there
must be hair in it.
Excellent, inexpensive tool and worth every dollar. I will be telling my friends about it."
Would you recommend this product as a gift?
Yes
Who would this be a perfect gift for?
Neighbors
Was this review helpful to you? Yes | No

Report Inappropriate Review

Share this Review:

Posted by cupcake0802 02-09-11
(read all my reviews)

AWESOME
Overall Rating
"Works fantastic! Unclogged bathroom sink and bathtub drain in a snap!!!!"
Would you recommend this product as a gift?
Yes
Who would this be a perfect gift for?
Families
Was this review helpful to you? Yes | No

Report Inappropriate Review

Share this Review:

Worked like a charm..

Posted by tampa girl 02-05-11
(read all my reviews)

http://www.qvc.com/qic/qvcapp.aspx/view.2/app.detail/params.item.V29217.desc.Set-of-4-FlexiSnake-Be...
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Overall Rating
"Worked just like on qvc.com...down it went amd out came a hair clog and a bunch of black gunk...drain runs
great and I love that I did not have to use chemicals."
Would you recommend this product as a gift?
Yes
Who would this be a perfect gift for?
Neighbors
Was this review helpful to you? Yes | No

Report Inappropriate Review

Share this Review:

Posted by MaryB1962 02-05-11
(read all my reviews)

worth the price of admission
Overall Rating

"I have waist length hair, average person sheds over 100 strands of hair a day, for me that is mainly in the
shower. I pulled something that looked like that hairy guy in starwars out of my tub drain without having to try and
lure a maintenance man over to my apt. (unless it is an emergency and the water is not draining at all it is very
low priority for them unless you just made brownies). Using the Snake was easier then making brownies. It did
take a few tries to get the hang of it - but in the end it did what it was suppose to do."
Would you recommend this product as a gift?
Yes
Who would this be a perfect gift for?
Families
Was this review helpful to you? Yes | No

Report Inappropriate Review

Share this Review:

set of 4 flexiSnaje bedable rubberized wire drain

Posted by Anonymous 02-02-11

Overall Rating
"would NOT order again! Our maintenance man said it was NOT worth the money AND I only received two!!"
Would you recommend this product as a gift?
No
Who would this be a perfect gift for?
Me!
Was this review helpful to you? Yes | No

Report Inappropriate Review

Share this Review:

Posted by just me 47 01-24-11
(read all my reviews)

JUST THE BEST!
Overall Rating

"I am so glad I deceided to order these. At the present time I use baking soda and vinegar to clean my drains so I
asked myself do I really need them, but being a gadget gal I got them. And for all you people who complain about
shipping charges I paid $9.97 to have them sent to Canada and IT WAS WORTH IT. I have already used them
only hours after receiving them. Call me crazy but I plan on showing them to all my friends."
Would you recommend this product as a gift?
Yes
Who would this be a perfect gift for?
Families
Was this review helpful to you? Yes | No

Report Inappropriate Review

Share this Review:

worked for us!!!

Posted by

01-23-11
(read all my reviews)

Overall Rating

http://www.qvc.com/qic/qvcapp.aspx/view.2/app.detail/params.item.V29217.desc.Set-of-4-FlexiSnake-Be...
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"i had been dealing with a slow drain for a while. i was finally going to break down and call the plumber. just the
service call is $75-100. i happened to be watching TV that same day, and this product came on. i thought, what
the heck? $16 vs $100. i'll give it a try! hubby used it first time (he is by no means a handyman), and the problem
was solved. he loved it!"
Who would this be a perfect gift for?
Dads
Was this review helpful to you? Yes | No

Report Inappropriate Review

Share this Review:

Posted by smile73 01-22-11
(read all my reviews)

It works!!!
Overall Rating

"I was so tired of taking a shower with inches of water in the bottom of the tub. I was afraid that I was going to
have to spend the money to have a plumber fix my drain. When I saw this on QVC, I thought that I'd try it
because the price was so reasonable. When I got the FlexiSnake, I immediately went to work on my drain. I don't
even want to talk about the hairy yucky gunk that I pulled out of my drain. Today I was able to take my shower
without standing water in the bottom of the tub!! I'm so pleased with this product. I've already told one of my
friends about it. Thank you for the great, reasonably priced product!!"
Who would this be a perfect gift for?
Families
Was this review helpful to you? Yes | No

Report Inappropriate Review

Share this Review:
Previous Reviews

25-36 of 243

More Reviews
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Wire Drain Tools
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Yes, chemical drain cleaners take care of tough clogs. But they're often expensive and laden
with toxic additives. So try a more natural--yet effective--approach with these rubberized,
bendable drain tools. Just insert the FlexiSnake into a drain and twirl. A flat pad covered with
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hook-and-loop material grabs hair and soap residue and for a quick, clogged sink, tub, and
shower drain fix.
•
•
•
•

Includes two regular sized tools and two junior sized tools
Regular tools measures 26"L with 1/2"W pad
Not for use with solvents or extremely hot water
Made in USA
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Email this page to a friend
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Write a Review

Posted by cathy ann 01-21-11
(read all my reviews)

Fantastic product
Overall Rating
"Just received these drain snakes today--I had standing water in bathroom sinkused one of these snakes and in seconds my drain was unclogged--I was
amazed how much hair and soap was removed. I would have paid for just
1 snake but 4 were included in price--no more buying drain cleaners
anymore. This is a great product and so simple to use"
Would you recommend this product as a gift?
Yes
Who would this be a perfect gift for?
Neighbors
Was this review helpful to you? Yes | No

Report Inappropriate Review

Share this Review:

amyv 01-21-11
(read all my reviews)

Does what it says

Top 1000 Contributor

Overall Rating
"As soon as I received this, I donned some gloves and went straight to the bathrooms. It is gross and it works.
Something so simple can make your life easy. Great product!"
Would you recommend this product as a gift?
Yes
Was this review helpful to you? Yes | No

Report Inappropriate Review

Share this Review:
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Posted by onetouch 01-20-11
(read all my reviews)

6 STAR Product
Overall Rating

"Anyone with a clogged drain should purchase this product. I've had a slow draining bathroom sink for ages and
tried every product on the market. I tuned in and this product was on the air. I was skeptical at the beginning,
however I said let me try it. I received it and immediately took it out of the packaging....Still skeptical as to how
this wire was going to unclog my drain. I placed the wire in the drain as outlined and turned it and couldn't believe
my eyes!!! After saying Uuck after seeing all of the hair come out I said OMG....I even was able to get strains of
dental floss out of the drain. I then ran water in the drain and the water drained out faster than I could turn off the
faucet. This product is amazing....I've purchased many products from QVC, however, this product is the only one
I have EVER wanted to write a review so that others would know if they have a clogged drain do not hesitate to
purchase....
From: No Longer Clogged in Oakland, California"
Was this review helpful to you? Yes | No

Report Inappropriate Review

Share this Review:

Posted by wrightnow 01-20-11
(read all my reviews)

Wish I Got Better Results w/This
Overall Rating

"Maybe it's the type of shower/tub drain I have, but I did not get great results with this. It only pulled out a few
strands of hair at a time.. not the entire clog. I guess it helped but it was messy and time consuming to use.
Maybe it would work better if used on a regular basis for maintenance rather than waiting for a serious clog???
Not sure what I am missing based on all the great reviews, but I just wasn't terribly impressed."
Was this review helpful to you? Yes | No

Report Inappropriate Review

Share this Review:

Posted by Carboy 01-19-11
(read all my reviews)

Paid for itself in 5 minutes!!
Overall Rating

"Bought these because I had a slow bathroom sink drain. I had used liquid drain cleaner twice to no avail, but
used this once and in five minutes my drain was perfectly clean. MUCH CHEAPER THAN A PLUMBER, but just
as good!"
Would you recommend this product as a gift?
Yes
Was this review helpful to you? Yes | No

Report Inappropriate Review

Share this Review:

Posted by Fannion 01-15-11
(read all my reviews)

Better Than Good!
Overall Rating

"This item gives new meaning to the words helpful plumber. I cannot believe how it unplugged my sink in just a
matter of minutes with no fuss or bother.
I am a complete klultz when it comes to doing work around the house. However, this was so easy I felt like I had
it mastered.
I used to use powerful chemicals and they did not do the job as well as this drain tool does.
Highly recommend."
Would you recommend this product as a gift?
Yes
Who would this be a perfect gift for?
Neighbors
Was this review helpful to you? Yes | No

Report Inappropriate Review

Share this Review:
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Posted by Carpathian Queen 01-15-11
(read all my reviews)

Worth The Money!
Overall Rating

"Clogged sink drains are no longer a problem. This product really WORKS and is a money saver!!! No more
chemicals to purchase to unclog drains. Wonderful product! Give it a try. You will not be disappointed."
Would you recommend this product as a gift?
Yes
Was this review helpful to you? Yes | No

Report Inappropriate Review

Share this Review:

Posted by Steelie 01-15-11
(read all my reviews)

GREAT
Overall Rating

"My bathroom drains are finally clear after several years of using chemical uncloggers. Works great - better than I
had hoped. Thank you, thank you, thank you!"
Would you recommend this product as a gift?
No
Was this review helpful to you? Yes | No

Report Inappropriate Review

Share this Review:

AMAZING - Cleans drains quickly

Posted by Daisy8 01-15-11
(read all my reviews)

Overall Rating
"We are a family with lots of girls and they ALL have long hair. I have been using these to clean the drains every
week and we haven't had a clogged drain
Give it a try, you won't be disappointed"
Would you recommend this product as a gift?
Yes
Who would this be a perfect gift for?
Families
Was this review helpful to you? Yes | No

Report Inappropriate Review

Share this Review:

Posted by Fordgirl 01-12-11
(read all my reviews)

Wow!
Overall Rating

"Simply put.........this works! This works more efficiently than any product I have ever used. Thank you! The only
reason I say I wouldn't give as a gift is that it is perhaps too practical for "gift" giving per se. But, would I give a set
to someone who needed it it. Absolutely."
Would you recommend this product as a gift?
No
Was this review helpful to you? Yes | No

Report Inappropriate Review

Share this Review:

Posted by BBZ 01-11-11
(read all my reviews)

Worked for me!!!
Overall Rating

"Used FlexiSnake today, IT WORKS!! It was easy to use and cleared the hair and soap "gunk" in less than a
minute. Good purchase for us!!"
Was this review helpful to you? Yes | No

Report Inappropriate Review
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Share this Review:

SAVES BIG PLUMBER CALL BUCKS!!!

Posted by Neil Fan 01-06-11
(read all my reviews)

Overall Rating
"I ordered this on a whim--IT EXCEEDS THE DEMO!!! Very easy to do.You do need patience to guide the tool
down the drain, but it is not difficult. Didn't want to call plumber for drain hair plug. Bathroom sink water shoots
right out!!! Gave the other pne to my son. Every house with a bathroom sink or tub should have one of these in
the bathroom or tool box!!!! Perfect gift for newly weds, and 1st apt. or home renters/owners. Good
housewarming gift,!!!!"
Would you recommend this product as a gift?
Yes
Who would this be a perfect gift for?
Grandparents
Was this review helpful to you? Yes | No

Report Inappropriate Review

Share this Review:
Previous Reviews

37-48 of 243
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Yes, chemical drain cleaners take care of tough clogs. But they're often expensive and laden
with toxic additives. So try a more natural--yet effective--approach with these rubberized,
bendable drain tools. Just insert the FlexiSnake into a drain and twirl. A flat pad covered with
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hook-and-loop material grabs hair and soap residue and for a quick, clogged sink, tub, and
shower drain fix.
•
•
•
•

Includes two regular sized tools and two junior sized tools
Regular tools measures 26"L with 1/2"W pad
Not for use with solvents or extremely hot water
Made in USA
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Write a Review

Posted by rafa12 01-05-11
(read all my reviews)

Works great!
Overall Rating

"This product worked like a charm on my backed up bathroom sink. It had been partially blocked for 3 years, and
I used it 2 months ago and the sink remains totally unclogged."
Would you recommend this product as a gift?
Yes
Who would this be a perfect gift for?
Me!
Was this review helpful to you? Yes | No

Report Inappropriate Review

Share this Review:

Great Product for a Plumber's Wife

Posted by Lynn03 01-05-11
(read all my reviews)

Overall Rating
"This flexisnake is great. My husband is a plumber, and absolutely hates cleaning our drains. I have longer hair
now (thanks to Wen products), that does get caught in our shower drain. My husband even asked me to cut my
hair again so he didn't have to run the drain cleaning machine!!! But I bought these, not really being sure if they
would work. It has been quite some time now and my husband can't figure out why he hasn't had to clean our
drain. I'll just let this be my secret."
Would you recommend this product as a gift?
Yes
Who would this be a perfect gift for?
Families
Was this review helpful to you? Yes | No

Report Inappropriate Review

Share this Review:
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Posted by BlueWave 12-08-10
(read all my reviews)

Beyond Awesome
Overall Rating

"I buy a lot of things from QVC and am usually satisfied with my purchases.This item would have to be close to, if
not at the top of, my list. In less than 60 seconds I solved a major problem with hair in my bathroom sink. Hands
down this is the easiest way I have ever cleaned a drain. This item does exactly what it promises!"
Would you recommend this product as a gift?
Yes
Was this review helpful to you? Yes | No

Report Inappropriate Review

Share this Review:

A MUST HAVE FOR THE SINGLE WOMAN

Posted by QVC AHOLIC 11-16-10
(read all my reviews)

Overall Rating
"With 199 other reviews making this a "Customer top rated" purchase, there is hardly a need to add to what has
already been said by others except that my own personal experience saved me from having to call out a plumber
and paying big bucks for a service call when purchasing this product that is something so simply to use that
anyone could solve a lot of their own plumbing problems. By purchasing this trap cleaner, it prevents you from
not having to purchase chemicals that are dangerous to the environment and solves the same problems very
efficiently. This product is especially handy without having a man in the house to take care of such problems and
is something every women should never be without. I'm sure the invention of this little gizmo has cut into the calls
and profits made by plumbing establishments and helped the homeowner to easily take care of their own
bathroom drain problems. Just be prepared to see sights you'd rather not see when cleaning out your drains."
Would you recommend this product as a gift?
Yes
Who would this be a perfect gift for?
Families
Was this review helpful to you? Yes | No

Report Inappropriate Review

Share this Review:

Posted by daisymandy26 11-10-10
(read all my reviews)

Awesome
Overall Rating

"Just used mine today for the first time. I will give one of each size to my sister to use and I kept the other two. It
does work! I bought the flexisnake because my sink has been draining slow and I have been standing in water in
the shower. I still can't believe all the hair I got out of my bathtub. It is amazing and disgusting! I like that I am
able to do it on my own without needing someone to come fix it for me. The larger size didn't fit in my drain but
the jr worked great. I did have to play around with it a little to get it down in the pipe but pretty easy and very
effective."
Would you recommend this product as a gift?
Yes
Who would this be a perfect gift for?
Best Friends
Was this review helpful to you? Yes | No

Report Inappropriate Review

Share this Review:

These really work!

Posted by Hoozhr 11-09-10
(read all my reviews)

Overall Rating
"I have a very difficult sink to take apart to clean out the trap. Now when my drain starts getting slow, I use the
snake and pull out an amazing amount of hair. Yes, it's a little disgusting to see the results, but well worth it.
Much cheaper and more effective than the chemical drain cleaners."
Would you recommend this product as a gift?
Yes
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Who would this be a perfect gift for?
Significant Others
Report Inappropriate Review

Was this review helpful to you? Yes | No
Share this Review:

Posted by Janzino 11-03-10
(read all my reviews)

Excellent Tool
Overall Rating

"I used the small one in my bathroom drain and pulled out black gunk and strands of hair. Turned on the faucet
and no more clog. It took a total of 5 minutes! I gave the second set to my girlfriend. This is a great addition to
your toolbox."
Was this review helpful to you? Yes | No

Report Inappropriate Review

Share this Review:

Marrg 10-29-10
(read all my reviews)

This works
Overall Rating

"I tried this in the bathroon sink and it completely cleared the drain of all hair. Best of all I used no chemicals."
Would you recommend this product as a gift?
Yes
Was this review helpful to you? Yes | No

Report Inappropriate Review

Share this Review:

Posted by GreysGrace 10-11-10
(read all my reviews)

Amazing!!!!
Overall Rating

"OMG, I could not believe how easy and excellent this flex snake works. I have been trying to get my bathroom
sink unclogged for a while now. And when I saw this on the Q, well I tried it and it REALLY WORKS!!! I am quite
pleased with these flex snakes.
I would recommend these to others. In fact I plan to order some for my daughter's home and my son's home."
Would you recommend this product as a gift?
Yes
Who would this be a perfect gift for?
Families
Was this review helpful to you? Yes | No

Report Inappropriate Review

Share this Review:

Posted by SarahW 10-09-10
(read all my reviews)

Money well spent!

Top 250 Contributor

Overall Rating
"These little drain cleaning tools work great! I have long hair and a slow drain in my bathtub...a couple of swipes
with the drain tool and VOILA! Slow drain problem solved! I was disgusted by the "hairball and goo" that came
out of the drain, but what a difference! My hubby was stunned that I managed to unclog the drain by myself, ha.
Thanks for a great product, QVC!"
Would you recommend this product as a gift?
No
0 of 1 people found this review helpful.
Was this review helpful to you? Yes | No

Report Inappropriate Review

Share this Review:
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Posted by nikita13 10-09-10
(read all my reviews)

Great product
Overall Rating
"Best invention since sliced bread. It works great."
Would you recommend this product as a gift?
Yes
Was this review helpful to you? Yes | No

Report Inappropriate Review

Share this Review:

Posted by msfields 10-05-10
(read all my reviews)

Used in my Camper
Overall Rating

"This worked when nothing else did!!!...I bought it to prove to my husband that our drains in our new 'gently used'
camper should drain normally..He tried to convince me that they 'all did that'...Well, not anymore!...Ours now
drain 'like new' thanks to this product..I couldn't use any chemicals or air pressure products because I didn't want
to tear up these drains, & I used the larger one in the bathtub & the smaller in the bathroom sink..Magic!!!...Since
you get 2 sets, I keep a set at home also..Everyone needs these on hand..You never know when you'll need
them, 'til you do..Great gift idea also!!!"
Would you recommend this product as a gift?
Yes
Was this review helpful to you? Yes | No

Report Inappropriate Review

Share this Review:
Previous Reviews
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Yes, chemical drain cleaners take care of tough clogs. But they're often expensive and laden
with toxic additives. So try a more natural--yet effective--approach with these rubberized,
bendable drain tools. Just insert the FlexiSnake into a drain and twirl. A flat pad covered with
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hook-and-loop material grabs hair and soap residue and for a quick, clogged sink, tub, and
shower drain fix.
•
•
•
•

Includes two regular sized tools and two junior sized tools
Regular tools measures 26"L with 1/2"W pad
Not for use with solvents or extremely hot water
Made in USA
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Write a Review

Does Exactly How It was Previewed on TV

Posted by Rae44 10-04-10
(read all my reviews)

Overall Rating
"Works great! Easy to do! This is a winner! I have long hair that sometimes ends up in the drain. Buy this, you
wont regret."
Would you recommend this product as a gift?
Yes
Who would this be a perfect gift for?
Dads
Was this review helpful to you? Yes | No

Report Inappropriate Review

Share this Review:

Posted by shjeni1 09-27-10
(read all my reviews)

They really work!!
Overall Rating

"I had so much fun using these! Ok, I know that sounds insane, but I love new cleaning tools that make life
easier! I cleaned all our sinks and bath tub drains and was very impressed with the ease of use. I had no problem
pulling off the gunk and hair from the tools. I just used tweezers. I also realized if that much cream rince was in
my tub drain, I should probably be using less! So the tools have now saved me money!"
Would you recommend this product as a gift?
Yes
Who would this be a perfect gift for?
Moms
1 of 1 people found this review helpful.
Was this review helpful to you? Yes | No

Report Inappropriate Review

Share this Review:
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Posted by Anonymous 09-18-10

A Fabulous First Responder!!!
Overall Rating

"I was astonished at how much hair was clogging up the drain. I have long hair and pulled out two huge fistfulls of
hair and soap scum using the larger one first and then the smaller one. Incredible. I did not need to use anything
else to clear the drain. Nothing. The men's shower was a different story. Short hair, but still there was a large
mass that came up. And gunk! Too much gunk! There was a need for a plunger and later, a bottle of the chemical
de-clogger. However, I am absolutely sure that had I not had these tools, that clogged shower would still be a
problem. Highly recommended for any household as a potential first responder! Especially for households where
long hair resides! I agree with another reviewer and am buying them for household stocking stuffers!!! AND...It
was worth a whole lot to be able to take of the clog myself."
Would you recommend this product as a gift?
Yes
Was this review helpful to you? Yes | No

Report Inappropriate Review

Share this Review:

Posted by crystalhunter 09-18-10
(read all my reviews)

Long hair goodbye
Overall Rating

"a practical effective buy for my long hair in drain without scratching tub or sink ."
Would you recommend this product as a gift?
Yes
Was this review helpful to you? Yes | No

Report Inappropriate Review

Share this Review:

Posted by Only in Vegas 09-16-10
(read all my reviews)

That's What I'm Talking About!
Overall Rating

"Just think of how much money I'm going to save with this product. In the past, I would have to purchase a
chemical clog remover that cost me half of what this product costs just for one bottle.
My tub constantly get's clogged with hair. This thing worked in seconds!!!
Thank you QVC!!!"
Would you recommend this product as a gift?
Yes
Who would this be a perfect gift for?
Families
Was this review helpful to you? Yes | No

Report Inappropriate Review

Share this Review:

AMAZING RESULTS!!!

Posted by megaqvcqueen 09-15-10
(read all my reviews)

Overall Rating
"I also saw Jacque Gonzales raving about this product, and ordered it, as I have had a slow bathroom sink drain.
When I used this for the first time, I was totally shocked (but pleased!) by the excellent results. My drain was
clogged from old soap scum and make-up removal. This product worked so well, and now my sink drains quickly-I'd forgotten what was supposed to be "normal." I have short hair, so that isn't a huge issue for me in my drains;
however, I can well imagine this would work equally as well on hair clogs. I highly recommend these very
inexpensive, and very easy-to-use solutions to a potential costly problem requiring a plumber."
Would you recommend this product as a gift?
Yes
Who would this be a perfect gift for?
Families
1 of 1 people found this review helpful.
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Was this review helpful to you? Yes | No

Report Inappropriate Review

Share this Review:

Posted by neatwad 09-15-10
(read all my reviews)

WHAT A FIND !!!!!!!
Overall Rating

"My son was having a problem with his bathroom sink. Periodically, I have to pour Drano or Liquid Plumber down
the drain. This usually takes care of it, but not this time. I ordered the FlexiSnake, but I didn't put too much stock
in these little things being able to solve the problem. BOY, WAS I WRONG!!!!! In seconds after removing a lot of
debris from the drain, it was working better than new. Worth every penny & more. Do not hesitate to snap this
item up. Would make great stocking stuffers for all those on your list."
Would you recommend this product as a gift?
Yes
Who would this be a perfect gift for?
Families
Was this review helpful to you? Yes | No

Report Inappropriate Review

Share this Review:

Posted by lostshow 09-10-10
(read all my reviews)

wow !!!
Overall Rating

"I am so happy, I finally found something that really works. I have spent so much $$ on those drain cleaners(they
did nothing). Thank you, thank you."
Would you recommend this product as a gift?
Yes
Who would this be a perfect gift for?
Moms
Was this review helpful to you? Yes | No

Report Inappropriate Review

Share this Review:

Posted by emtlady 09-10-10
(read all my reviews)

WOW! REALLY WORKED....
Overall Rating

"Great product! I used it a couple of times in the bathroom sink and tub and immediately it drained better. So nice
to take a shower and water actually be draining out of the tub instead of standing. I liked the two sizes as well.
Gives me the flexibility of using the one that fits. Just recommended to my co-workers! Thanks for saving me a
plumbers fee!"
Would you recommend this product as a gift?
Yes
Who would this be a perfect gift for?
Families
1 of 1 people found this review helpful.
Was this review helpful to you? Yes | No

Report Inappropriate Review

Share this Review:

Best little Product ever!

Posted by Miss Dusty Bunny 1 09-08-10
(read all my reviews)

Overall Rating
"This is the best little product ever. I received it yesterday and used it asap. My bathroom sink drain is working
just great now. Great Job Q."
Would you recommend this product as a gift?
Yes
Who would this be a perfect gift for?
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Families
Was this review helpful to you? Yes | No

Report Inappropriate Review

Share this Review:

Posted by Anonymous 09-06-10

These really work
Overall Rating

"I didn't have high expectations for this product but - wow. Just cleaned two clogged drains in about five minutes!
Easy to use, fast and effective. Thanks QVC for such a simple problem solver."
Would you recommend this product as a gift?
Yes
Who would this be a perfect gift for?
Families
Was this review helpful to you? Yes | No

Report Inappropriate Review

Share this Review:

Posted by Cindy K 09-05-10
(read all my reviews)

GREAT PRODUCT!
Overall Rating

"What a fabulous product. I used it on my sink and my shower..... what a difference it made. No more slow
drains...... I highly recommend this!"
Would you recommend this product as a gift?
No
1 of 1 people found this review helpful.
Was this review helpful to you? Yes | No

Report Inappropriate Review

Share this Review:
Previous Reviews

61-72 of 243

More Reviews
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Yes, chemical drain cleaners take care of tough clogs. But they're often expensive and laden
with toxic additives. So try a more natural--yet effective--approach with these rubberized,
bendable drain tools. Just insert the FlexiSnake into a drain and twirl. A flat pad covered with
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hook-and-loop material grabs hair and soap residue and for a quick, clogged sink, tub, and
shower drain fix.
•
•
•
•

Includes two regular sized tools and two junior sized tools
Regular tools measures 26"L with 1/2"W pad
Not for use with solvents or extremely hot water
Made in USA
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Write a Review

Easiest Thing I have Ever Used!!!!

Posted by StephanieR 09-04-10
(read all my reviews)

Overall Rating
"I have bought the industrial chemicals in a bag that if you get contact with skin or eyes it means trouble. They
worked for a while, but with my long hair eventually they became obsolete. This is a MIRACLE!!!!! Works like a
charm and is so easy to use!!! And the best part no harsh chemicals!!!!!"
Would you recommend this product as a gift?
Yes
Who would this be a perfect gift for?
Me!
1 of 1 people found this review helpful.
Was this review helpful to you? Yes | No

Report Inappropriate Review

Share this Review:

The best 16 bucks I ever spent!

Posted by verygrateful 09-04-10
(read all my reviews)

Overall Rating
"OK so I decided to buy this product mostly out of desperation and Jackie Gonzales was bragging on it so I was
sold. It's very confusing trying to figure out what to get. Should I get the drano stuff or a plunger or whatever the
home depot stores suggest... A few months ago I had my tub drain fixed and new pipes replaced out to the main
drain so I knew it was an isolated problem therefore I went for it.
Well at first I thought it wasn't going to work because, it was only grabbing a bit of hair and the water wasn't
moving. After a few tries, I decided to swirl it around in the pipe and pull it out slowly, well that was the trick . This
thing worked in about 5 mins. maybe less. I must say Jackie was right the gunk was pretty bad but the results
were well worth it. THANKS JACKIE!
Great product don't hesitate to buy. I mean it!"
Would you recommend this product as a gift?
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Yes
Who would this be a perfect gift for?
Families
Report Inappropriate Review

Was this review helpful to you? Yes | No
Share this Review:

Posted by Suzanne in PA 09-04-10
(read all my reviews)

Gets the gunk out
Overall Rating

"I have a tub/shower combo and when taking a shower by the end I was standing in at least an inch of water. I
used drain liquids, plungers - nothing. Used this and got so much hair and gunk I was shocked. It is gross to
clean but it works."
Would you recommend this product as a gift?
No
1 of 1 people found this review helpful.
Was this review helpful to you? Yes | No

Report Inappropriate Review

Share this Review:

Posted by Philadelphia 09-02-10
(read all my reviews)

Does the Trick
Overall Rating

"I too find it a little messy but it definitely does what it suppose to do beats calling the plumber!"
1 of 1 people found this review helpful.
Was this review helpful to you? Yes | No

Report Inappropriate Review

Share this Review:

Posted by USMC family 08-31-10
(read all my reviews)

Worked like a charm!
Overall Rating

"Cleared my bathtub drain. Just make sure you have a strong stomach because what you pull out is terrifying!
Excellent product!"
Would you recommend this product as a gift?
Yes
Who would this be a perfect gift for?
Families
1 of 1 people found this review helpful.
Was this review helpful to you? Yes | No

Report Inappropriate Review

Share this Review:

OMG you won't believe what comes out of your drain

Posted by BJNC 08-31-10
(read all my reviews)

Overall Rating
"I thought I had a Marlin on the end of the hook. Pulled so hard I thought it would break but it didn't. Nasty stuff
was hooked out UGH! but what a great little tool. My husband was amazed too. No more scary chemicals for us!"
Would you recommend this product as a gift?
Yes
Who would this be a perfect gift for?
Dads
1 of 1 people found this review helpful.
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Was this review helpful to you? Yes | No

Report Inappropriate Review

Share this Review:

Excellent product -Everyone needs a set of these!!

Posted by JHMD 08-31-10
(read all my reviews)

Overall Rating
"I have been wanting to order these and finally bought them. My bathroom sink has been backing up and liquid
drain cleaners have not been doing the trick. I opened my package from QVC, stuck the FlexiSnake into my sink
drain, pulled out a HUGE clump of hair and junk and viola! - my drain is fixed and the sink is emptying beautifully!
I am ordering these for my father and my husband's grandfather for Christmas. They are "fix-it" men and I think
every house could use this tool. Anyone who uses a sink and tub/shower that has been clogging or backing up
needs this tool! I couldn't get onto QVC.com to write my review fast enough. Excellent product!"
Would you recommend this product as a gift?
Yes
1 of 1 people found this review helpful.
Was this review helpful to you? Yes | No

Report Inappropriate Review

Share this Review:

Posted by HGW1996 08-31-10
(read all my reviews)

Simple and Effective!

Top 1000 Contributor

Overall Rating

"Sometimes something so simple can do the job and this certainly does!
Received this the other day and used it on a shower drain. I couldn't not believe how much "gunk" it got up! Only
thing though is that the hair eventually snagged on to the "teeth" of the gripper and I can't get it off... It did lose it's
effectiveness since there wasn't anything to truly "grip" on to.. You may have to try it a few times and eventually it
will unclog.
It is a good product and it did do it's job!"
Would you recommend this product as a gift?
Yes
Who would this be a perfect gift for?
Families
Was this review helpful to you? Yes | No

Report Inappropriate Review

Share this Review:

Posted by Thin Eyebrows 08-30-10
(read all my reviews)

Best Purchase Ever
Overall Rating

"I had a drain that was completely blocked. 5 minutes with the FlexiSnake and the drain flows like a brand new
drain. Love it and it beats buying toxic drain cleaner!!!"
Would you recommend this product as a gift?
Yes
Who would this be a perfect gift for?
Moms
Was this review helpful to you? Yes | No

Report Inappropriate Review

Share this Review:

Hope the inventor is a millionaire now!

Posted by rogan 08-30-10
(read all my reviews)

Overall Rating
"Because this is the greatest tool! Cheap and efficient and works EXACTLY as advertised with no expensive
chemicals needed. I could not be happier. I immediately de-clogged all my annoyingly slow bathroom sink drains
& bathtub/shower drains like a woman possessed. Yes, it is messy but seriously what do people think is INSIDE
your drains? If you don't want to handle your own hair clogs, then call a plumber and write a big check. For me, I
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love this product. Will use it monthly to stay ahead of the clogs. BTW I used the small one in the sinks and the big
one in the tubs/showers."
Would you recommend this product as a gift?
Yes
Who would this be a perfect gift for?
Families
Was this review helpful to you? Yes | No

Report Inappropriate Review

Share this Review:

Posted by theoakstone 08-29-10
(read all my reviews)

Works like a charm!
Overall Rating

"Thanks to the other reviews, I decided to give this product a try before calling a plumber. I'm pleased to say, It
works exactly as described. I was able to easily and quickly remove a hair clog from my bathroom sink. The tool
was also easy to clean and save for the next time it's needed. If you have a clogged drain, give this a try before
using chemicals or calling a plumber. This is a great product."
Was this review helpful to you? Yes | No

Report Inappropriate Review

Share this Review:

Jen in AR 08-28-10
(read all my reviews)

It works, but it's messy!
Overall Rating

"As soon as I received these I put them to work in my bathroom sinks and tub. They defnitely pulled out LOTS of
hair! The only problem? It's kinda hard to get that hair (and other gunk) off of the tool. I suppose I should have
expected that, but it's just kinda gross. But it's worth it to be able to take a shower and wash my hands without
filling my tub and sink!"
Would you recommend this product as a gift?
Yes
Who would this be a perfect gift for?
Families
Was this review helpful to you? Yes | No

Report Inappropriate Review

Share this Review:
Previous Reviews

73-84 of 243

More Reviews
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Yes, chemical drain cleaners take care of tough clogs. But they're often expensive and laden
with toxic additives. So try a more natural--yet effective--approach with these rubberized,
bendable drain tools. Just insert the FlexiSnake into a drain and twirl. A flat pad covered with
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hook-and-loop material grabs hair and soap residue and for a quick, clogged sink, tub, and
shower drain fix.
•
•
•
•

Includes two regular sized tools and two junior sized tools
Regular tools measures 26"L with 1/2"W pad
Not for use with solvents or extremely hot water
Made in USA
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Write a Review

Posted by nrthoughts 08-27-10
(read all my reviews)

Love it Love it Love It
Overall Rating
"Very easy to use. Amazed at all of the gunk that came out of my drain."
Would you recommend this product as a gift?
Yes
Was this review helpful to you? Yes | No

Report Inappropriate Review

Share this Review:

Posted by VA Judy 08-26-10
(read all my reviews)

Saved by the Coil
Overall Rating

"I received these and tried them immediately. They worked wonderfully!! I had tried liquid drain cleaners, but to
no avail. Put this in and pulled out the clog with no problem. I woudl highly reccommend these. I now have a
drain that runs smoothly and the tools to correct it when it gets clogged again. Handy and efficient!"
Would you recommend this product as a gift?
Yes
Who would this be a perfect gift for?
Best Friends
Was this review helpful to you? Yes | No

Report Inappropriate Review

Share this Review:

WOw! It works!

Posted by Rydia 08-25-10
(read all my reviews)

Overall Rating
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"When I received this little package from QVC I wasn't sure what it could be. When I opened it, I was kind of
disappointed because the snakes looked so small. Then I tried it on my bathroom sink which had been draining
slow for months, and WOW - I couldn't believe the gunk it brought up! Lots of it was long, black hair (mainly from
my son who sleeps over a lot and has long hair, Willie Nelson style). Anyway, the little "snake" cleaned out
everything and my sink is running like brandnew. I could've put in a request to our maintainance guy, but it takes
him forever to come around!!!! So - if you can fix it yourself, why not do it, expecially at this low price? BTW - took
the second set to my son this afternoon and he cleaned out his sink - there was even more hair in his than in
mine but it all came out. Great product, things are running smooth again. Thanks!"
Would you recommend this product as a gift?
Yes
Who would this be a perfect gift for?
Families
Was this review helpful to you? Yes | No

Report Inappropriate Review

Share this Review:

Posted by PattyNJ 08-21-10
(read all my reviews)

Do it yourself - & save money!
Overall Rating

"I bought this as a tool to have on hand. I used it in my bathtub, it did a great job pulling the "gookie stuff" out
from the drain. My mother called and said she had a clog, went right over and unclogged her bathroom sink. She
was also pleased that she saved money by not calling a plumber, and the drain now works fine. Highly
recommend this for do-it-yourself types. Water can do much damage."
Would you recommend this product as a gift?
Yes
Who would this be a perfect gift for?
Families
Was this review helpful to you? Yes | No

Report Inappropriate Review

Share this Review:

Marezaky 08-21-10
(read all my reviews)

Works Great!
Overall Rating
"Love this product. Used to dread cleaning out the drains, but this makes it so easy!"
Would you recommend this product as a gift?
Yes
Was this review helpful to you? Yes | No

Report Inappropriate Review

Share this Review:

Posted by chipster47 08-21-10
(read all my reviews)

Best purchase ever1
Overall Rating

"This product is amazing!. I have a bathroom sink that gets clogged up with my teenager's long hair. It was
running very very slowly. It took me only a couple of minutes to unplug the clog and the drain was running
smoothly. I am a single Mom and this is a great tool.Probably will buy more as gifts."
Would you recommend this product as a gift?
Yes
Who would this be a perfect gift for?
Grandparents
Was this review helpful to you? Yes | No

Report Inappropriate Review

Share this Review:

Fabulous!

Posted by Q-Pea 08-18-10
(read all my reviews)
Top 250 Contributor
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Overall Rating
"I have long hair and my bathroom sink gets clogged easily. My ex-husband used to twist out the pop-up thing in
the sink, and in the bathtub, but I don't know how to do that, so now that he's gone, I have to do things around the
house myself. I ordered these, and let me tell you, they are FABULOUS!!! Easy, and fast to use, with no learning
curve. LADIES!!! Get these, especially if you are single and want to be self-sufficient. These are also great if you
want to avoid nasty chemicals. I can't believe the crud this little gizmo pulled out of my drain! EEEEEW!!!! All the
soap and slime that got stuck to the hair was incredibly gross, but now my drain runs clear as a charm. Would be
a great stocking stuffer."
Would you recommend this product as a gift?
Yes
Who would this be a perfect gift for?
Neighbors
2 of 2 people found this review helpful.
Was this review helpful to you? Yes | No

Report Inappropriate Review

Share this Review:

Posted by Frivolous 08-02-10
(read all my reviews)

Great Item!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Overall Rating

"I recently received this item by mail and immediately used it to see if it worked the way everyone said it would. I
live in an older home so you can imagine a clog problem in the bathtub. Whenever I showered I had standing
water in the tub as I bathed - so when I received the flexisnake I went to work. I don't remember who they said
invented this item, but it is WONDERFUL! It took a little work because I had to remove the drain cap - it works
beautifully. Thank you QVC for bringing these people to your company."
Would you recommend this product as a gift?
Yes
Who would this be a perfect gift for?
Families
Was this review helpful to you? Yes | No

Report Inappropriate Review

Share this Review:

Posted by 3kittiesmom 07-30-10
(read all my reviews)

Wonderful!
Overall Rating

"I have two drains that continuously get blocked. I'd tried so many make-shift inventions of my own and was just
about to phone the professionals. When I saw these demonstrated it seemed like a phenomenal idea. They are
great and I will be saving service calls for the drain clearance."
Would you recommend this product as a gift?
Yes
Who would this be a perfect gift for?
Moms
Was this review helpful to you? Yes | No

Report Inappropriate Review

Share this Review:

Posted by LoriBecky 07-27-10
(read all my reviews)

These really work
Overall Rating

"They work just as described! I have 2 girls with long, thick hair, and I couldn't believe what this thing pulled up
out of the drain... worked like a charm!"
Would you recommend this product as a gift?
Yes
Who would this be a perfect gift for?
Dads
Was this review helpful to you? Yes | No

Report Inappropriate Review
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Share this Review:

Posted by DDinIndy 07-25-10
(read all my reviews)

I'm a believer
Overall Rating

"I was skeptical about this, but had tried everything to unclog my bathroom drain, so decided to give this a try. I
put one of the small ones just part way down the drain and couldn't believe the glob of hair I pulled out on my first
try. It only took a couple of minutes and I had the drain completely unclogged. I showed all of the gunk it pulled
out to my husband and he was amazed, too. Worth every penny!!!"
Would you recommend this product as a gift?
Yes
Who would this be a perfect gift for?
Families
Was this review helpful to you? Yes | No

Report Inappropriate Review

Share this Review:

Posted by burgerbabe711 07-25-10
(read all my reviews)

Great idea....really works!
Overall Rating

"I received this on Friday and couldn't wait to see if this actually works. What a surprise.....yes it does. Very easy
to use (just follow the direction sheet which is included). I already tried this on the 2 bathroom sinks as well as the
bathtub, and couldn' believe the glop that came out.
I think this is safer to use than Drano or other products of this type. It's also very easy to clean after using. I will
probably use this every 2 or 3 weeks just to make sure there is no buildup of stuff in the drains.
Try it...you'll be pleased."
Would you recommend this product as a gift?
Yes
Who would this be a perfect gift for?
Families
Was this review helpful to you? Yes | No

Report Inappropriate Review

Share this Review:
Previous Reviews

85-96 of 243

More Reviews
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Yes, chemical drain cleaners take care of tough clogs. But they're often expensive and laden
with toxic additives. So try a more natural--yet effective--approach with these rubberized,
bendable drain tools. Just insert the FlexiSnake into a drain and twirl. A flat pad covered with
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hook-and-loop material grabs hair and soap residue and for a quick, clogged sink, tub, and
shower drain fix.
•
•
•
•

Includes two regular sized tools and two junior sized tools
Regular tools measures 26"L with 1/2"W pad
Not for use with solvents or extremely hot water
Made in USA
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Write a Review

Posted by KellyQ 07-24-10
(read all my reviews)

Wow!
Overall Rating

"I bought these thinking I'd keep them on hand until my sink was clogged. I didn't think I had a drain problem until
I tried these out and came up with gobs of hair and gunk. What a fantastic product! Now I'm off to tackle the other
sinks in my house that don't have a problem!"
Would you recommend this product as a gift?
Yes
Who would this be a perfect gift for?
Dads
Was this review helpful to you? Yes | No

Report Inappropriate Review

Share this Review:

Posted by hutch771 07-23-10
(read all my reviews)

Best $16 I ever spent!
Overall Rating

"WOW, my bathroom sink drained really, really slow. I saw this several times on QVC. I finally made the
purchase. I got this item in the mail today and used it right way. All I can say is WOW it really works. It's a
keeper."
Would you recommend this product as a gift?
Yes
Who would this be a perfect gift for?
Families
Was this review helpful to you? Yes | No

Report Inappropriate Review

Share this Review:
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Posted by Dot F 07-23-10
(read all my reviews)

AMAZING!!!
Overall Rating

"I have been struggling with slow drains for some time. I have had plumbers in and they've cleared them....but
they don't stay clear for long. THIS ITEM IS UNREAL!!! A bit disgusting...but unreal! I LOVE IT! In 10 minutes
time, I used it in 6 drains in my home. I am so excited! I saved at least $500 in plumbing costs! I am generally a
sceptic...this item WORKS!"
Would you recommend this product as a gift?
Yes
1 of 1 people found this review helpful.
Was this review helpful to you? Yes | No

Report Inappropriate Review

Share this Review:

Posted by Ger13 07-23-10
(read all my reviews)

This works!!!
Overall Rating

"I got this from the mailbox,the bathroom sink was unclogged five minutes later.Much better than liquid drain
cleaners.Cheaper too! Also Made In USA!!!"
Would you recommend this product as a gift?
Yes
Was this review helpful to you? Yes | No

Report Inappropriate Review

Share this Review:

These Work!!!!

Posted by A Maine QVC Shopper 07-23-10
(read all my reviews)

Overall Rating
"Saw the presentation and ordered them, as the water in my bathtub is up to my ankles every time I use the
shower. I've had a general "jack of all trades" maintainance man tell me he used a snake and was unable to clear
the drain so he didn't know what was wrong. I took the paddle one first, then used the brush one. I spent about
ten minutes really working them down my tub drain, and I now have no water buildup! What a super invention,
and a super investment. I plan to do a little routine maintainance about every two weeks with these, so my tub
drain stays free-flowing. Thank you to the Q for another great product. Now if you would only bring back Kathy's
Ring (the gorgeous diamonique ring named for Kathy Levine) in 18 ct overlay I would be really happy!"
Would you recommend this product as a gift?
Yes
Who would this be a perfect gift for?
Families
Was this review helpful to you? Yes | No

Report Inappropriate Review

Share this Review:

Posted by letsgohawks 07-22-10
(read all my reviews)

No More Clogs!
Overall Rating

"I didn't know it was impossible to be in awe and disgusted at the same time. I used this in three of my drains and
you would not believe what came out of them! My drains are actually clean and the water goes down
immediately. So glad I tried this product."
Was this review helpful to you? Yes | No

Report Inappropriate Review

Share this Review:

It Really Worked!

Posted by MSTSAY 07-22-10
(read all my reviews)
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Top 1000 Contributor

Overall Rating
"The very first time hair and gunk came right out. All I did was inserted the flexi snake down and turn it a couple
of times while pulling out and there it was. A big clog full of hair. I did the bathroom sink, tub and the kitchen sink
and wow. Very impressive, try it for your self ."
Would you recommend this product as a gift?
Yes
Who would this be a perfect gift for?
Best Friends
Was this review helpful to you? Yes | No

Report Inappropriate Review

Share this Review:

Posted by Paula from Boston 07-22-10
(read all my reviews)

Worth it's weight in gold.
Overall Rating

"Had a clog in my bathroom sink and couldn't remove the drain stopper to get to it. The tool fit right down
between the stopper and the pipe and I was able to clean the drain of many months worth of long hair, soap
residue, etc. -- within minutes. The plumber would have charged $105.00 just to walk through the door. This little
tool is truly worth it's weight in gold."
Would you recommend this product as a gift?
Yes
Who would this be a perfect gift for?
Moms
Was this review helpful to you? Yes | No

Report Inappropriate Review

Share this Review:

2255 07-21-10
(read all my reviews)

Wonderful!

Top 250 Contributor

Overall Rating
"Quick fix to a big problem. Easy to use and effective.
Don't hesitate to order this ... we all have clogged sinks, showers or tubs and they all get clogged with hair again
and again. This is truly a necessary purchase.
Thank you QVC!"
Would you recommend this product as a gift?
Yes
Was this review helpful to you? Yes | No

Report Inappropriate Review

Share this Review:

Posted by cbooker 07-21-10
(read all my reviews)

Did not fix my problem
Overall Rating

"I had to return the tools because it did nothing..I believe my clog was deeper. It would probably work for some
drain clogs. So I had to pay a plumber!"
Would you recommend this product as a gift?
No
Was this review helpful to you? Yes | No

Report Inappropriate Review

Share this Review:

AWESOME and EFFECTIVE product !!!!!!!!!!!! WOW !!

Posted by Spokane Shopper 07-2010
(read all my reviews)

Overall Rating

http://www.qvc.com/qic/qvcapp.aspx/view.2/app.detail/params.item.V29217.desc.Set-of-4-FlexiSnake-Be...

7/1/2011

"Don't hesitate - BUY this item if you have slow or clogged drains. I was flabbergasted to see how quickly and
effective this simple, ingenious tool ended up yanking out horribly, disgusted-looking globs of algaed, fungal,
black hair stuck in sink drain for over past 8-9 years. Just like demonstrated on QVC, it was so easy to fix our
drain! Unbelievable! Such a basic concept which I thank the FlexiSnake creators to invent such an important
remedy! I got so excited that i ran around and tackled more sinks as well as shower drains. What you don"t see
can hurt you - all the bacterial and fungal growth building up in drains - can make you sick w/ asthma/allergy
issues and other illnesses. Liquid agents are not a good idea b/c of toxicity AND doesn't work anyway! Trust me,
FLEXISNAKE IS GREAT AND EVERYONE SHOULD GIVE IT A TRY. You will be pleasantly (rather grossly)
surprised1"
Would you recommend this product as a gift?
Yes
Who would this be a perfect gift for?
Families
Was this review helpful to you? Yes | No

Report Inappropriate Review

Share this Review:

NOT WORTH THE TIME OR MONEY!

Posted by Mrs Dish 07-20-10
(read all my reviews)

Overall Rating
"I looked forward to receiving this item. Received it and was very disappointed. Sent them back. Don't waste your
money!"
Would you recommend this product as a gift?
No
1 of 3 people found this review helpful.
Was this review helpful to you? Yes | No

Report Inappropriate Review

Share this Review:
Previous Reviews

97-108 of 243

More Reviews
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Yes, chemical drain cleaners take care of tough clogs. But they're often expensive and laden
with toxic additives. So try a more natural--yet effective--approach with these rubberized,
bendable drain tools. Just insert the FlexiSnake into a drain and twirl. A flat pad covered with

http://www.qvc.com/qic/qvcapp.aspx/view.2/app.detail/params.item.V29217.desc.Set-of-4-FlexiSnake-Be...
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hook-and-loop material grabs hair and soap residue and for a quick, clogged sink, tub, and
shower drain fix.
•
•
•
•

Includes two regular sized tools and two junior sized tools
Regular tools measures 26"L with 1/2"W pad
Not for use with solvents or extremely hot water
Made in USA
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Write a Review

Posted by Clarita228 07-20-10
(read all my reviews)

IT WORKS!!!
Overall Rating

"Fantastic I love it, used it on my bathroom sink and it worked like a charm. Everyone should have this, I used the
liquid formulas and they didn't work. This little beauty removed the clog in seconds. LOVE IT!"
Would you recommend this product as a gift?
Yes
Who would this be a perfect gift for?
Best Friends
Was this review helpful to you? Yes | No

Report Inappropriate Review

Share this Review:

Posted by yorkiegirl1 07-18-10
(read all my reviews)

who knew?
Overall Rating

"i didn't know there were such things as bendable snakes; we always used a bent coat hanger which scratched
our sink. so when i saw these on qvc, i thought, "well, for the price, why not?" maybe they have them in big box
stores, too, but i wouldn't know where to look. so first i tried one of the snakes on my husband's sink--he's a slob.
got all the gunk out. then i tried my sink which wasn't clogged and i was shocked--the hair and gunk just kept
coming and coming and coming . . . it was amazing. these little things work great--i'll never be without them
again. i'm a klutz, so is my husband, but anyone can use these. they sure make a difference!"
Would you recommend this product as a gift?
No
Was this review helpful to you? Yes | No

Report Inappropriate Review

Share this Review:

http://www.qvc.com/qic/qvcapp.aspx/view.2/app.detail/params.item.V29217.desc.Set-of-4-FlexiSnake-Be...

7/1/2011

Posted by MRD 07-17-10
(read all my reviews)

Really does work.
Overall Rating

"It's as easy as it looks during the presentation. My drain was slow, not plugged, but it was so easy. I was using
the vinegar, baking soda and salt remedy but had trouble getting most of the dry ingredients down the drain and
then had to run a lot of water to be sure the corrosive salt was out of the pipes. This is a better way. Simple to
clean with paper towels, rewind and store in zip bag."
Was this review helpful to you? Yes | No

Report Inappropriate Review

Share this Review:

Posted by Insurance Girl 07-15-10
(read all my reviews)

You Will Be So Surprised!
Overall Rating

"Wow, I had no idea I had so much hair stuck in my shower drain. I had never removed the drain cover before as
it has never stopped up on me. I thought I would try the snake anyway. A huge clog came up. I then poured a lot
of hydrogen peroxide around the drain area to bubble away some nasty black stuff. (Peroxide really works on
cleaning shower door tracks too.) I then used the smaller snake on my bathroom sink drain and it worked just as
well. Great product."
Would you recommend this product as a gift?
Yes
Who would this be a perfect gift for?
Me!
Was this review helpful to you? Yes | No

Report Inappropriate Review

Share this Review:

I WAS PLEASANTLY SURPRISED

Posted by rexbabydog 07-15-10
(read all my reviews)

Overall Rating
"I have had a bad clog constantly in my bathroom sink and have used chemicals to try and clear it. They would
work for short periods of time and then the clog would return. I received these flexisnakes yesterday and used it
on my sink last night. I could not believe all the gunk that came out along with hair. My drain now runs clean."
Would you recommend this product as a gift?
Yes
Who would this be a perfect gift for?
Families
Was this review helpful to you? Yes | No

Report Inappropriate Review

Share this Review:

Posted by thin 07-10-10
(read all my reviews)

Great Product
Overall Rating
"I am truly thankful that I ordered this product -- it really works! Thanks QVC!"
Would you recommend this product as a gift?
Yes
Who would this be a perfect gift for?
Dads
Was this review helpful to you? Yes | No

Report Inappropriate Review

Share this Review:

WASTE OF MONEY

Posted by mroof 07-10-10
(read all my reviews)

http://www.qvc.com/qic/qvcapp.aspx/view.2/app.detail/params.item.V29217.desc.Set-of-4-FlexiSnake-Be...

7/1/2011

Overall Rating
"This was a waste of money...I was so disappointed that I returned them the next day. No matter what I did I
could not get them to work clearing out the hair in my drain....I had to resort to Liquid Plummer."
Would you recommend this product as a gift?
No
Was this review helpful to you? Yes | No

Report Inappropriate Review

Share this Review:

Posted by KendyS 07-10-10
(read all my reviews)

Pleasantly surprised
Overall Rating

"I've got to say that I had my doubts when I took the snakes out of the package. My tub was draining sooooo slow
when I would shower and I did not want to continually use chemicals in it. I tried both sizes of snakes and thought
"what a joke" as they didn't pull out as much junk as I expected. But when I showered, it drained and I wasn't
standing in water any more! They're keepers!!!"
Would you recommend this product as a gift?
No
Was this review helpful to you? Yes | No

Report Inappropriate Review

Share this Review:

reddy317 07-10-10
(read all my reviews)

this works!!!!!
Overall Rating

"I bought this at a store and I only got one in the package. This is a great buy for 4 of them.
They look like nothing, but they work really well. You will be shocked (and a little horrified) at all the stuff that
comes out of your drain!"
Would you recommend this product as a gift?
No
Who would this be a perfect gift for?
Dads
Was this review helpful to you? Yes | No

Report Inappropriate Review

Share this Review:

Posted by purrsja 07-10-10
(read all my reviews)

It works.
Overall Rating

"I used one in my bathroom sink, which has a brass pop-up stopper. It was a little difficult to get the wire past the
obstruction, but it did pull up some hair; not as much as I expected; however, the product does work, and I wish
I'd bought it before I ruined the ring around the stopper, with chemicals.
It's just not a gift item."
Would you recommend this product as a gift?
No
Was this review helpful to you? Yes | No

Report Inappropriate Review

Share this Review:

REALLY WORKS!

Posted by malm611 07-10-10
(read all my reviews)

Overall Rating
"I was very surprised how well this works. I had a slow bathroom basin drain. This only took a few passes with
the small snake and up came the hair. Not a great amount but enough to clear the drain. It runs great with just 3
minutes and this little snake. Really worked for me."

http://www.qvc.com/qic/qvcapp.aspx/view.2/app.detail/params.item.V29217.desc.Set-of-4-FlexiSnake-Be...

7/1/2011

Was this review helpful to you? Yes | No

Report Inappropriate Review

Share this Review:

Posted by Pattim05 07-07-10
(read all my reviews)

Excellent Product
Overall Rating

"I received my FlexiSnakes last night and couldn't wait to try them. They immediately removed the clog in the
bathroom sink and also the long "ponytail" out of the tub drain without removing the tub screws. I don't have to
climb in the tub and do all that plumbing anymore.
This product really worked for me and saved a ton of money on the plumber. I can't wait to show other people.
Good job...great product...."
Would you recommend this product as a gift?
Yes
Was this review helpful to you? Yes | No

Report Inappropriate Review

Share this Review:
Previous Reviews

109-120 of 243

More Reviews
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Yes, chemical drain cleaners take care of tough clogs. But they're often expensive and laden
with toxic additives. So try a more natural--yet effective--approach with these rubberized,
bendable drain tools. Just insert the FlexiSnake into a drain and twirl. A flat pad covered with
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hook-and-loop material grabs hair and soap residue and for a quick, clogged sink, tub, and
shower drain fix.
•
•
•
•

Includes two regular sized tools and two junior sized tools
Regular tools measures 26"L with 1/2"W pad
Not for use with solvents or extremely hot water
Made in USA
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Write a Review

Posted by Lynn F 07-04-10
(read all my reviews)

Best $16.00 I Ever Spent
Overall Rating

"I had my bathroom drain cleaned out in seconds. It's not often that I get excited about a product, but this is great.
I saved myself the cost of a plumber's visit. Thank you."
Would you recommend this product as a gift?
Yes
Who would this be a perfect gift for?
Best Friends
Was this review helpful to you? Yes | No

Report Inappropriate Review

Share this Review:

Posted by Tootsie1 07-03-10
(read all my reviews)

A big NO!
Overall Rating
"These are flimsy and DO NOT WORK. Don't waste your money!"
Would you recommend this product as a gift?
No
Was this review helpful to you? Yes | No

Report Inappropriate Review

Share this Review:

GREAT

Posted by MOZZIE 07-02-10
(read all my reviews)

Overall Rating

http://www.qvc.com/qic/qvcapp.aspx/view.2/app.detail/params.item.V29217.desc.Set-of-4-FlexiSnake-Be...

7/1/2011

"Cleaned the drains before hubby got home. What a great product. Will use in our cascade water fountain outside
to clean out the water pipe. It get clogged with tree trash at times.. I believe this will work there, too..
So glad I don't have to worry about hubby trying to clean my long hair out of bathroom sink...
Great product.."
Was this review helpful to you? Yes | No

Report Inappropriate Review

Share this Review:

Posted by tkhe brit 07-01-10
(read all my reviews)

Absolutely Fabulous!
Overall Rating

"When I watched the demo on QVC, I hoped that this would save me from having to dismantle pipes to fix the
slow draining bathroom sink (it has a pop up stopper). I'm happy to say that this product lived up to the hype. It
took me less than 5 minutes to use flexisnake and unclog the sink. Now it drains quickly again -- the way it
should. Thanks QVC!"
Would you recommend this product as a gift?
Yes
Who would this be a perfect gift for?
Moms
Was this review helpful to you? Yes | No

Report Inappropriate Review

Share this Review:

Posted by luvmymutt 07-01-10
(read all my reviews)

AWESOME!!!!
Overall Rating

"let me just tell you that my husband "promised" to take apart the bathroom sink this weekend to clean all the
gunk out of it. he has been promising to do it for months!!! anyway, i told him i bought something to unclog the
drain and he said dont worry i'll take care of it. well i got home today from work and in my mail was this product. I
opened it immediately and within like 3 minutes i had the drain working AWESOME!!!!! i cannot tell you how
simple and fast this worked...cant believe what i pulled out of the drain(yuck). my point is is that I unclogged the
drain and i didnt have to rip it apart. Wait till my hubby gets home from work and uses the sink....he will be
impressed!!! this is an absolutely amazing product and i feel so proud that I fixed the the clogged drain!!!!!! cant
believe i didnt buy this sooner :)"
Would you recommend this product as a gift?
Yes
Who would this be a perfect gift for?
Families
Was this review helpful to you? Yes | No

Report Inappropriate Review

Share this Review:

Posted by customer ca 06-29-10
(read all my reviews)

didn't work for me

Top 1000 Contributor

Overall Rating
"these did not work for me.
or, perhaps there is nothing to clean out in my drains, although i doubt it.
going back, too bad."
Would you recommend this product as a gift?
No
Was this review helpful to you? Yes | No

Report Inappropriate Review

Share this Review:

Unbelievable!!

Posted by Xique 06-27-10
(read all my reviews)

Overall Rating

http://www.qvc.com/qic/qvcapp.aspx/view.2/app.detail/params.item.V29217.desc.Set-of-4-FlexiSnake-Be...

7/1/2011

"I have been fighting with a slow bathroom drain for years, dumping chemicals down with little result. 5 minutes
using the small snake got out an amazing amount of hair and gunk and my drain is now working again! HIGHLY
RECOMMEND!"
Would you recommend this product as a gift?
Yes
Was this review helpful to you? Yes | No

Report Inappropriate Review

Share this Review:

Posted by VTHokie 06-27-10
(read all my reviews)

It Really Works!!
Overall Rating

"I was skeptical when I bought this as I had tried countless liquied drain cleaners in my bathroom sink. These
turned me into a believer!! They worked GREAT!!! Super easy to use and cleared up the drain in a snap! It works
just like they show on the demonstration!! Would definitely recommend to anyone looking to clear a clogged
drain!"
Would you recommend this product as a gift?
Yes
Was this review helpful to you? Yes | No

Report Inappropriate Review

Share this Review:

Posted by Lisa in VA 06-27-10
(read all my reviews)

Wow - they DO work!
Overall Rating

"I couldn't wait to get this and when it finally came, I went to my slow draining sink and spun it around a few times
and really didn't get much up in the way of hair clogs, but then I stuck it down there again, and something broke
the suction and the water has been flowing freely ever since - amazing! Now I have to decide if I am going to give
the second set to someone or keep it handy in another bathroom, just in case. . ."
Was this review helpful to you? Yes | No

Report Inappropriate Review

Share this Review:

Posted by Dana1 06-26-10
(read all my reviews)

AWESOME!!!!!
Overall Rating

"Purchased this to use on the slow drain in my bathroom sink. Just used it for the first time today and it worked
great. Took the most disgusting gunk from my drain, and now no more slow drain!!"
Was this review helpful to you? Yes | No

Report Inappropriate Review

Share this Review:

Posted by skwrl 06-26-10
(read all my reviews)

No such luck!

Top 500 Contributor

Overall Rating
"I had such high hopes for this product, as the reviews were stellar. I used it on my clogged shower drain...both
sizes...several attempts and nothing happened. Perhaps the clog is way down into the pipe ...but, the bottom line,
is that it did not work for me. I just put in a call to the plumber."
1 of 1 people found this review helpful.
Was this review helpful to you? Yes | No

Report Inappropriate Review

Share this Review:

Just Amazed

Posted by canary2sing 06-23-10

http://www.qvc.com/qic/qvcapp.aspx/view.2/app.detail/params.item.V29217.desc.Set-of-4-FlexiSnake-Be...

7/1/2011

(read all my reviews)
Overall Rating
"I got this as a Christmas present (yes, I asked for this when asked for something smaller - aka stocking stuffer).
The bathroom sink had about a good 1 to 2 inches of standing water this past weekend. My first thought was oh
no, have to remember to get drain opener stuff at grocery. Then I remembered I had the bendable wire drain
tools. I opened the package and read the instructions. I figured it'd be at least 10 minutes or more. Within 5
seconds, and I am not kidding - 5 seconds - the clog was gone, water drained right down. It's been 4 days and no
build up of water again either (I thought maybe it was short lived and you'd have to go back and redo). This was
soooo easy and much quicker than any drain opener liquid (typically it would take at least 2 applications, plus NO
SMELL, NO CHEMICALS. GREAT PRODUCT!!!!!!"
Would you recommend this product as a gift?
Yes
Who would this be a perfect gift for?
Families
Was this review helpful to you? Yes | No

Report Inappropriate Review

Share this Review:
Previous Reviews

121-132 of 243

More Reviews
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Yes, chemical drain cleaners take care of tough clogs. But they're often expensive and laden
with toxic additives. So try a more natural--yet effective--approach with these rubberized,
bendable drain tools. Just insert the FlexiSnake into a drain and twirl. A flat pad covered with

http://www.qvc.com/qic/qvcapp.aspx/view.2/app.detail/params.item.V29217.desc.Set-of-4-FlexiSnake-Be...

7/1/2011

hook-and-loop material grabs hair and soap residue and for a quick, clogged sink, tub, and
shower drain fix.
•
•
•
•

Includes two regular sized tools and two junior sized tools
Regular tools measures 26"L with 1/2"W pad
Not for use with solvents or extremely hot water
Made in USA
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Email this page to a friend

Community Q&A
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Write a Review

Posted by mountain gal 06-19-10
(read all my reviews)

mighty mights
Overall Rating

"These little things are great. We have a septic system, and I really don't like to use chemicals in the drains. I was
very impressed with these. I plan on giving one of the sets to my daughter for her drains."
Was this review helpful to you? Yes | No

Report Inappropriate Review

Share this Review:

Best ever drain hair remover!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

Posted by tuddypie 06-16-10
(read all my reviews)

Overall Rating
"I was a little skeptical buying these even after reading the reviews which indicated how great this product is
(always the optimist). But, they REALLY, REALLY WORK!!!!!! You will no longer have to use caustic drain
cleaners. These are a must have!!"
Would you recommend this product as a gift?
Yes
Was this review helpful to you? Yes | No

Report Inappropriate Review

Share this Review:

It works, sort of

Posted by harmonma669 06-15-10
(read all my reviews)

Overall Rating
"I got hair out of my bathroom sink so in that sense it worked, however what the demonstration did not talk about
is what to do with different types of drains. Turns out my bathtubs won't take even the smallest of the snakes

http://www.qvc.com/qic/qvcapp.aspx/view.2/app.detail/params.item.V29217.desc.Set-of-4-FlexiSnake-Be...

7/1/2011

because of the type of drain I have and of course I had no idea until I tried to get the snake into the drain. Good
idea, I just wish it worked for my tubs too."
Was this review helpful to you? Yes | No

Report Inappropriate Review

Share this Review:

Posted by Maggie88 06-11-10
(read all my reviews)

Didn't work for me
Overall Rating

"Thought it was a great concept but nothing came out of the drain. Tried it in several different drains. It went
back."
Would you recommend this product as a gift?
No
Was this review helpful to you? Yes | No

Report Inappropriate Review

Share this Review:

Posted by BabaBanker 06-09-10
(read all my reviews)

Don't Hesitate to Buy
Overall Rating

"I have spent way too much money on drain cleaners for my bathtub and the cleaning would only last a few
weeks. When I noticed that I was taking a shower and a bath at the same time, I used the FlexiSnake. In less
than 10 minutes, the water drained. I pulled out hair and soap (shampoo, conditioner, etc), cleaned off the tip of
the FlexiSnake so I am ready for the next time. I know that I will have to use it again but I would much rather use
this than pouring harsh chemicals down the drain."
Was this review helpful to you? Yes | No

Report Inappropriate Review

Share this Review:

Posted by Kimry 06-05-10
(read all my reviews)

Seeing is Believing!!!!
Overall Rating
"I purchased this because my husband always takes apart the drain and gets
my long hair out and I wanted to see if I could do it. I have a sink that would fill
up and the stopper would not stay. Well, this morning with my husband right there
I tried the flexi snake. Oh my gosh, the hair that came out was incredible, it was
enough to make a wig!!!! My husband was amazed. My sink drains real fast and the
stopper stays put. Excellent product. Thank you."
Would you recommend this product as a gift?
Yes
Who would this be a perfect gift for?
Moms
Was this review helpful to you? Yes | No

Report Inappropriate Review

Share this Review:

Posted by mythreeangels 06-05-10
(read all my reviews)

Unbelievable Product
Overall Rating

"These FlexiSnakes are the best! I, like many other reviewers, was about to call a plumber for my master
bathroom shower. I have long hair and know that it gets caught in the drain. My shower was not draining at all
before these arrived. I used them immediately and couldn't believe what came out (gross)! Buy these instead of
calling an expensive plumber, you won't be disappointed."
Was this review helpful to you? Yes | No

Report Inappropriate Review

Share this Review:

http://www.qvc.com/qic/qvcapp.aspx/view.2/app.detail/params.item.V29217.desc.Set-of-4-FlexiSnake-Be...
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Posted by Wildcat 06-04-10
(read all my reviews)

Going! Going! GONE!!!

Top 100 Contributor

Overall Rating
"I have tried everything on the market to clean my drains in the bathroom but nothing worked. After reading the
wonderful, successful reviews I gave this a try. It took me less than 10 minutes to clear two drains. I must have
wasted several gallons of water as I watched the water slide down those drains. My sons gave me a bad time for
purchasing yet another gadget but I had the last laugh. The next day two of my flexi snakes were missing. Turns
out my sons each took one to work to show the guys. Thanks for a great product and for making me a hit
amongst my sons and their friends."
Would you recommend this product as a gift?
Yes
Who would this be a perfect gift for?
Families
Was this review helpful to you? Yes | No

Report Inappropriate Review

Share this Review:

Posted by dancingqueen 06-02-10
(read all my reviews)

Amazing Product!
Overall Rating

"I caught the on-air presentation of this a few days ago and decided to give it a try based on the testimonial calls.
I've been living with a slow drain in the bathroom sink and was on the verge of calling a plumber, since a
chemical drain opener didn't help at all. The set of FlexiSnakes arrived today and I immediately tried one. I could
not believe how much hair it removed, and the water is now draining as it should. I enthusiastically recommend
this product--it saved me the expense of a plumber."
Would you recommend this product as a gift?
Yes
Was this review helpful to you? Yes | No

Report Inappropriate Review

Share this Review:

Posted by Lynnll 05-25-10
(read all my reviews)

Goo and hair gone!
Overall Rating

"I'm absolutely amazed at this product! Tho I read the reviews before I ordered, I really didn't believe it could work
THAT well....but it REALLY does! I had a combo of hair, toothpaste and who-knows-what-else in the bathroom
sink, and it's gone in a matter of seconds! It took me longer to unwind the FlexiSnake than to clean the drain! I
highly recommend it!"
Would you recommend this product as a gift?
Yes
Who would this be a perfect gift for?
Families
Was this review helpful to you? Yes | No

Report Inappropriate Review

Share this Review:

They really do work!
Overall Rating

Posted by AdeleC 05-20-10
(read all my reviews)
Top 50 Contributor

"Usually I don't purchase these types of items, but my master bath shower was so slow I thought I would give this
a shot. Boy, am I glad I did! I am ashamed to admit how much hair and treasures came up when we used this
tool; but the shower is draining perfectly now! I used this on all of the bathroom sinks and was shocked to see
what came up. Yuck! Best $16.00 I ever spent!"
Would you recommend this product as a gift?
Yes
Who would this be a perfect gift for?
Dads
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Was this review helpful to you? Yes | No

Report Inappropriate Review

Share this Review:
Posted by MGT 05-19-10
(read all my reviews)

AWESOME!!
Overall Rating

"This product REALLY works!! Being a single woman I have to rely on myself. My drain had been EXTREMELY
slow and I didn't want to call a plumber. I saw this on the air and ordered immediately....... this problem is
FOREVER solved! The clean up is not bad at all. THANK YOU!!"
Would you recommend this product as a gift?
Yes
1 of 1 people found this review helpful.
Was this review helpful to you? Yes | No

Report Inappropriate Review

Share this Review:
Previous Reviews

133-144 of 243

More Reviews
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Wire Drain Tools
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Save! Buy two or more and
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View
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Description
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Yes, chemical drain cleaners take care of tough clogs. But they're often expensive and laden
with toxic additives. So try a more natural--yet effective--approach with these rubberized,
bendable drain tools. Just insert the FlexiSnake into a drain and twirl. A flat pad covered with
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hook-and-loop material grabs hair and soap residue and for a quick, clogged sink, tub, and
shower drain fix.
•
•
•
•

Includes two regular sized tools and two junior sized tools
Regular tools measures 26"L with 1/2"W pad
Not for use with solvents or extremely hot water
Made in USA

Print this page

Customer Reviews

Email this page to a friend

Community Q&A

Ratings Snapshot
Overall Rating 4.6 out of5
"217 of 243 (89%) customers would recommend this product to
a friend."
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Write a Review

Posted by qvcdiva2009 05-18-10
(read all my reviews)

ALL I CAN SAY IS "WOOOOW"
Overall Rating
"This item really WORKS!!!! By far the best product sold by QVC."
Was this review helpful to you? Yes | No

Report Inappropriate Review

Share this Review:

Posted by bonniebor 05-16-10
(read all my reviews)

Great tool!
Overall Rating

"This "thing" works great! I kept one set and gave one to my mother-in law. We both love them."
Would you recommend this product as a gift?
Yes
Who would this be a perfect gift for?
Families
Was this review helpful to you? Yes | No

Report Inappropriate Review

Share this Review:

Easy and effective

Posted by sfobp2007 05-15-10
(read all my reviews)

Overall Rating
"I hardly ever write reviews, but I had to this time. I had struggled with both the bathtub drain and bathroom sink
drain for several years. Other products either did not work or only worked temporarily. This product is great for
slow drains due to hair buildup. Yes, the stuff that comes out of the drain is gross, but I just wear disposable
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gloves to deal with that and to clean the end of the tool as best as possible. Overall, it was simple to use and
effective. Thanks!"
Would you recommend this product as a gift?
Yes
Was this review helpful to you? Yes | No

Report Inappropriate Review

Share this Review:

Posted by funtoscrap 05-14-10
(read all my reviews)

No more chemicals!!!!!!

Top 1000 Contributor

Overall Rating
"This little tool is incredible!!!!! And so easy to use! I couldn't believe all the "gunk" that it retrieved!!!!! No more
nasty chemicals that can harm the pipes, yet don't do that great a job! Thanks, QVC!!!!!"
Was this review helpful to you? Yes | No

Report Inappropriate Review

Share this Review:

Posted by Tremper 05-12-10
(read all my reviews)

Best Purchase Ever
Overall Rating

"I received today the set of 4 FlexiSnake Bendable Rubberized Wire Drain Tools ! Wow!!!!! It was so easy and
within minutes my drain was CLEAR after putting up with this SLOW drain for months !!!! I put off calling a
plumber, since this was my only plumbing problem and knowing that a plumber would charge at least $60-$70 or
maybe even more just to walk through the door! This was the best purchase I have ever made!!! I will tell all of
my friends and family. It is definitely worth the money!!! Kathy"
Would you recommend this product as a gift?
Yes
Who would this be a perfect gift for?
Families
Was this review helpful to you? Yes | No

Report Inappropriate Review

Share this Review:

Posted by ADudgeon 05-11-10
(read all my reviews)

Great unclogger!!
Overall Rating

"As soon as I received these I immediately went into our bathroom and started de-clogging!! They work
excellent!! I couldn't believe how easy it is to do this! I just unwound the smaller one and stuck it down the drain
and twisted it a couple of times and pulled it out! It works well and it cleans easy too! Great item - I've already
recommended them to my family!!"
Would you recommend this product as a gift?
Yes
Who would this be a perfect gift for?
Moms
Was this review helpful to you? Yes | No

Report Inappropriate Review

Share this Review:

Best thing to buy for plugged drains!!

Posted by bjspin 05-10-10
(read all my reviews)

Overall Rating
"I happened to have a slow drain in the bathroom. Hair of course. I hate using the chemicals in the drain and
don't like the big drain tools as they don't go down the hole with the plug. BUT this item is so slick. It was terrible
what was stuck in the drain but now the water rushes down quickly and no chemicals involved and quick to
unplug. I highly recommend this item. A great gift idea as well."
Would you recommend this product as a gift?
Yes
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Was this review helpful to you? Yes | No

Report Inappropriate Review

Share this Review:

IT WORKS!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

Posted by gatorlmom 05-10-10
(read all my reviews)

Overall Rating
"Just received this item..............and I am done clearing four drains of junk........................The water runs freely
and I am thrilled.......................
It is sooooo simple yet sooooooo effective..................The designer of this product is a genius."
Would you recommend this product as a gift?
Yes
Who would this be a perfect gift for?
Best Friends
Was this review helpful to you? Yes | No

Report Inappropriate Review

Share this Review:

Posted by Grandma19131 05-10-10
(read all my reviews)

AMAZING
Overall Rating

"WORKED LIKE A CHARM AND SAVED ME A TON OF MONEY. THANKS SO MUCH QVC FOR A GREAT
ITEM!"
Would you recommend this product as a gift?
Yes
Who would this be a perfect gift for?
Dads
Was this review helpful to you? Yes | No

Report Inappropriate Review

Share this Review:

Posted by Jamiesmom 05-06-10
(read all my reviews)

Works great!
Overall Rating

"These were very easy to use and worked great in both my bathroom sink and bathtub. I was disappointed when
I read the package and it said to discard after one use. I was able to clean them and reuse them; no problem!"
Was this review helpful to you? Yes | No

Report Inappropriate Review

Share this Review:

ikeandizzy 05-04-10
(read all my reviews)

Works Great
Overall Rating

"I am now able to use my bathroom sink without having to wait an hour for the water to go down! And I did it all by
myself...without calling a plumber...lol. Would recommend to everyone...especially single women!"
Would you recommend this product as a gift?
Yes
Who would this be a perfect gift for?
Moms
Was this review helpful to you? Yes | No

Report Inappropriate Review

Share this Review:

WHY DIDN'T I INVENT THIS??????

Posted by kajacks 05-04-10
(read all my reviews)
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Overall Rating
"I can't believe what a great and simple idea this is! For the past 20 years, we've had one of our bathroom sinks
constantly becoming plugged and unable to drain. At around $75 for the plumber to come out and get the thing
draining again, I was at my wits end. Multiply that by 20 years and, well, you do the math! I can't believe that for
under $20, I used this product one time and that sink has been draining like new. I went and scraped every sink
in the house and was amazed, and quite disgusted, at all the gunk that has been down in the drains! This is one
of the BEST products I have ever purchased as a cleaning tool. I highly recomment this product. The only thing
that I am disappointed in, is that I didn't think of this or invent this first!"
Would you recommend this product as a gift?
Yes
Who would this be a perfect gift for?
Families
Was this review helpful to you? Yes | No

Report Inappropriate Review

Share this Review:
Previous Reviews

145-156 of 243

More Reviews
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Yes, chemical drain cleaners take care of tough clogs. But they're often expensive and laden
with toxic additives. So try a more natural--yet effective--approach with these rubberized,
bendable drain tools. Just insert the FlexiSnake into a drain and twirl. A flat pad covered with
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hook-and-loop material grabs hair and soap residue and for a quick, clogged sink, tub, and
shower drain fix.
•
•
•
•

Includes two regular sized tools and two junior sized tools
Regular tools measures 26"L with 1/2"W pad
Not for use with solvents or extremely hot water
Made in USA
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Write a Review

Posted by Mom24 05-04-10
(read all my reviews)

The Best!
Overall Rating

"This is the best drain opener I have ever used. I have 3 girls with long hair in the house and the tub drain was
constantly clogging up. A few twists with this tool and viola! I've been pulling out huge clumps of hair. It is magic-and no chemicals."
Would you recommend this product as a gift?
Yes
Who would this be a perfect gift for?
Dads
Was this review helpful to you? Yes | No

Report Inappropriate Review

Share this Review:

Posted by tawgreat 05-02-10
(read all my reviews)

Awesome Product
Overall Rating

"This has got to be the best item I have ever purchased from QVC. They are easy to use and worked wonders on
my clogged bathtub drain!"
Would you recommend this product as a gift?
Yes
Who would this be a perfect gift for?
Families
1 of 1 people found this review helpful.
Was this review helpful to you? Yes | No

Report Inappropriate Review

Share this Review:
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Posted by Ke 04-19-10
(read all my reviews)

Works great, As advertised BUT...
Overall Rating

"Excellent idea, worked on my old bathroom sink drain. Couldn't believe what came out of there....but...I agree
with the person below about not being able to fully clean the end. You need to get a bunch of disposal paper
towels to pull the nasty stuff off, then rinse the end. However, you're still left with the little nasties stuck on the
plastic like velcro tips. Other than that, these nifty little wires do the trick and do exactly what was advertised. I
don't think the price is that good, I would only pay 9.99 for this set and 3.97 shipping for usps is a bit high as well.
18.00 is alot....You might consider dropping the price to 9.99, you would sell even more. The end reminds me of
a mascara wand.....Overall, these do work....My recommendation to anyone thinking they need to replace pipes
or get a new sink due to age and constant clogs is to try these first.."
Would you recommend this product as a gift?
No
1 of 1 people found this review helpful.
Was this review helpful to you? Yes | No

Report Inappropriate Review

Share this Review:

Best thing I ever bought from QVC!

Posted by Tarrazu 04-14-10
(read all my reviews)

Overall Rating
"I have tried so called "professional strength" liquid drain openers and they only partially cleared the clog. I
followed the instructions and brought up the clog (small clot of disgusting hair and gunk), turned on the water and
the drain is clear! No slow drain, no water backing up in the sink. After removing the clog from the tool with a
paper towel, I cleaned it with an old toothbrush, dishwashing liquid and water and stored it under the sink. It
works!"
Would you recommend this product as a gift?
No
Was this review helpful to you? Yes | No

Report Inappropriate Review

Share this Review:

Posted by ND37 04-13-10
(read all my reviews)

good invention - very useful

Top 1000 Contributor

Overall Rating
"These work well to bring up hair from the tub and sink drains. They are small, pretty easy to store (except they
are unravelled coils, but I think I'll figure out a way to store them well) they are small and don't take up much
space. They are effective and you can clean your drain with the stopper still in place. The only thing I do not like
is the gunk that stays caught in the 'velcro'-like fibers, I think that is disgusting, but I'm not sure how to 'clean'
them up after you use them. it 'holds' on to the filth it gets out of the sink. Too bad they are 'disposable' - more in
a pack but made more disposable maybe. Just an idea. Great invention."
Would you recommend this product as a gift?
No
Was this review helpful to you? Yes | No

Report Inappropriate Review

Share this Review:

A MUST FOR EVERY HOUSEHOLD!!!

Posted

Dragonfly4 04-07-10
(read all my reviews)

Overall Rating
"This product is AMAZING! I had a bathroom sink with a slow drain that I had tried all kinds of chemicals on. They
never fully unclogged the drain so I quit using that sink and just used the other one. Within 5 minutes of receiving
the snake, I had the drain unclogged and the water flowing freely. It was really gross the stuff that came out of the
drain. I love this product because there are no harsh chemicals involved and it pays for itself after one use."
Would you recommend this product as a gift?
Yes
Who would this be a perfect gift for?
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Families
Was this review helpful to you? Yes | No

Report Inappropriate Review

Share this Review:

Posted by Dixie Chick 04-07-10
(read all my reviews)

Fantastic produc t!
Overall Rating

"I have used this product around the house and WOW what a difference! Not only did it do a great job but will pay
for itself quickly. If you're like me, I use a drain product every month and now I'm happy that I can do the job just
as well without the chemicals."
Would you recommend this product as a gift?
Yes
Was this review helpful to you? Yes | No

Report Inappropriate Review

Share this Review:

Posted by MelyM81 04-03-10
(read all my reviews)

Best Investment!!!!!
Overall Rating

"At first I didn't think they would work but I gave it chance since they are affordable. After using it, I couldn't
believe how great they worked. I recommend every household to have these. It saves you lots of plumbing
cost!!!!"
Would you recommend this product as a gift?
Yes
Who would this be a perfect gift for?
Me!
Was this review helpful to you? Yes | No

Report Inappropriate Review

Share this Review:

Posted by masone 04-01-10
(read all my reviews)

Great!
Overall Rating

"I have to clean my bathroom drain every week, I tried drain cleaners, hot water, I tried to find a small brush to put
down the drain but could not find one that fit. I even took the pipes apart. So I bought the FlexiSnake, I received it
today and just used it. To my surprise there was stuff in that drain that I could not even imagine. I am so pleased
and hope my slow drain problem is solved. Thanks. I would recommend this product."
Would you recommend this product as a gift?
Yes
Who would this be a perfect gift for?
Me!
Was this review helpful to you? Yes | No

Report Inappropriate Review

Share this Review:

Posted by dchad404 03-23-10
(read all my reviews)

Great product
Overall Rating

"My bathroom sink HAD proved impossible to unclog. I had tried everything, saw this little snake and thought why
not give it a try. I had so much gunk that after much use on that first clog one snake broke but the clog is GONE.
The one that broke took a lot of punishment getting all of the clog so I am still pleased. I have 3 left and it will
never get that bad again. The hair & soak gunk is pretty disgusting. Thanks for a great little product that really
works."
Was this review helpful to you? Yes | No

Report Inappropriate Review
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Share this Review:

Posted by willow29 03-19-10
(read all my reviews)

Not for kitchen sink
Overall Rating

"The presentation on TV did not clarify that tool is for hair removal only and not for kitchen sink drains. I am
returning it."
Would you recommend this product as a gift?
No
Was this review helpful to you? Yes | No

Report Inappropriate Review

Share this Review:

Posted by hg 03-19-10
(read all my reviews)

Great tool
Overall Rating

"My bathroom sink was always clogging up. I have used clorox, drain cleaner, vinegar and baking soda, and a
plunging action using a sponge. While I could always get the drain working some, it always clogged back up
again.
I used this FlexiSnake and my drain in clear and staying that way -- hasn't slowed down at all. I only gave 4 stars
because I had a little trouble using it, but it certainly did the job."
Would you recommend this product as a gift?
Yes
Who would this be a perfect gift for?
Dads
Was this review helpful to you? Yes | No

Report Inappropriate Review

Share this Review:
Previous Reviews

157-168 of 243

More Reviews
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Yes, chemical drain cleaners take care of tough clogs. But they're often expensive and laden
with toxic additives. So try a more natural--yet effective--approach with these rubberized,
bendable drain tools. Just insert the FlexiSnake into a drain and twirl. A flat pad covered with
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hook-and-loop material grabs hair and soap residue and for a quick, clogged sink, tub, and
shower drain fix.
•
•
•
•

Includes two regular sized tools and two junior sized tools
Regular tools measures 26"L with 1/2"W pad
Not for use with solvents or extremely hot water
Made in USA
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Write a Review

Posted by Brattenella 03-17-10
(read all my reviews)

Great buy!
Overall Rating
"My husband loved these drain tools. They worked great!"
Would you recommend this product as a gift?
Yes
Who would this be a perfect gift for?
Dads
Was this review helpful to you? Yes | No

Report Inappropriate Review

Share this Review:

Posted by beadbabe 03-17-10
(read all my reviews)

INGENIOUS!!
Overall Rating

"I just received these in the mail, and within 5 minutes, my drain is running clearer that it EVER has!! I am one
VERY HAPPY camper!"
Would you recommend this product as a gift?
Yes
Who would this be a perfect gift for?
Families
Was this review helpful to you? Yes | No

Report Inappropriate Review

Share this Review:

They Work!

Posted by zoomeister 03-14-10
(read all my reviews)
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Overall Rating
"I bought these to avoid a plumber for an old hair clog. I used one for the sink and wah-la! clog gone and now the
sink flows beautifully again.
Great idea and good to have around the house."
Would you recommend this product as a gift?
Yes
Who would this be a perfect gift for?
Families
Was this review helpful to you? Yes | No

Report Inappropriate Review

Share this Review:

Posted by AChristine 03-10-10
(read all my reviews)

GET THIS
Overall Rating

"This product is awesome. First time I used it I got a rat sized hair clog out of my drain! No tools required and no
taking apart the drain. Just slip it in, twist and pull. Easiest thing ever!"
Would you recommend this product as a gift?
Yes
Who would this be a perfect gift for?
Me!
Was this review helpful to you? Yes | No

Report Inappropriate Review

Share this Review:

Posted by Erroll 03-07-10
(read all my reviews)

It works!
Overall Rating

"I bought this product hoping it would work on my sink that gets clogged all the time. It absolutely worked exactly
as advertized. All I did was unwind it, stick in down the drain (did not even have to take off the stopper) pull up
and all the clogging gunk came right out. I would definitely recommend this to anyone with a similar problem."
Would you recommend this product as a gift?
Yes
Was this review helpful to you? Yes | No

Report Inappropriate Review

Share this Review:

Posted by Rachel_in_VA 03-07-10
(read all my reviews)

Best QVC purchase ever!
Overall Rating

"I was skeptical but decided to give it a try. Boy, was I surprised! This thing works like a charm! WOW! My sink is
better than new! I've tried ever liquid product out there and nothing ever worked. I have long hair and the only
plug in by bathroom is right next to the sink, meaning that I have to dry my hair right over it. That means, in spite
of my best efforts, hair goes down the drain. This product is a LIFESAVER!"
Would you recommend this product as a gift?
Yes
Who would this be a perfect gift for?
Families
Was this review helpful to you? Yes | No

Report Inappropriate Review

Share this Review:

Excellent Little Gadget

Posted by Hayfield 03-05-10
(read all my reviews)

Overall Rating
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"I just love these drain tools! Between my daughter and myself, our drains are constantly getting clogged and this
handy little tool has saved the day!"
Would you recommend this product as a gift?
Yes
Who would this be a perfect gift for?
Me!
Was this review helpful to you? Yes | No

Report Inappropriate Review

Share this Review:

Posted by Styxgal 03-02-10
(read all my reviews)

Doubt dispelled...
Overall Rating

"My husband thought I was crazy to purchase these. I told him to just let me try them and see what happens. I
was totally amazed myself at what had been left behind in the drain after I had used a brand name drain opener! I
have long hair and try not to get it stuck down there in the course of getting ready in the morning, but was
SHOCKED at how much I pulled from the initial use of this product! Thank you QVC! You keep saving us money
on product like these!~"
Would you recommend this product as a gift?
Yes
Who would this be a perfect gift for?
Families
Was this review helpful to you? Yes | No

Report Inappropriate Review

Share this Review:

IT WORKS, IT WORKS, IT WORKS

Posted by Honest Chuck 03-01-10
(read all my reviews)

Overall Rating
"I didn't have to call a plumber or buy more drain cleaner (which didn't work.)
I didn't even have to remove the metal stopper.
Just keep it straight and push it down. Move it around and/or up and down.
I pulled up hair, paper and gunk. I only used the smallest size.
My bathtub drains perfectly now.
Sixteen dollars was a small investment. for these.
Would make a great Xmas gift for anyone.
Thank You So Much."
Would you recommend this product as a gift?
Yes
Was this review helpful to you? Yes | No

Report Inappropriate Review

Share this Review:

Posted by brizaynana 02-28-10
(read all my reviews)

"CLEAN & GREEN"
Overall Rating

"I bought this item hoping it would solve an ongoing problem with my drains - HAIR BALLS!!!! Between my adult
daughters long coarse hair, my granddaughters long ringlett curls and my long coarse hair we always had slow
draining sinks & tubs. I used the flexiSnake one time in each drain and the clogs were GONE!!! I think I have
used every chemical sold over the counter and nothing , I mean NOTHING worked as well as the FlexiSnake. I
shared them with my sister who has the same problem in her mobile home and she was very pleased with the
results. Get rid of the toxic chemicals and go GREEN and CLEAN with the FlexiSnakes, oh and save your
plumbers expertise for something more significant!!"
Would you recommend this product as a gift?
Yes
Who would this be a perfect gift for?
Families
Was this review helpful to you? Yes | No

Report Inappropriate Review

Share this Review:
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Posted by ggt 02-28-10
(read all my reviews)

Great Product!
Overall Rating

"Used these on my bathroom sink and they worked great! My sink was running really slowly for quite awhile. I
tried several liquid clog removers several times each, but the problem kept getting worse until finally it wouldn't
drain at all. I am not handy at all and don't even know how to remove the stopper from the bathroom sink drain,
but I got this through, wiggled it around in the drain, and pulled out some hair. Not as much hair as I expected,
considering the amount of trouble it had caused me! The sink drained right away. Kept thinking that since it
wasn't as much hair as I'd expected the clog would come back or the sink would at least start to drain slowly
again. I've waited 2 weeks and the drain is still working perfectly!"
Would you recommend this product as a gift?
Yes
Who would this be a perfect gift for?
Neighbors
Was this review helpful to you? Yes | No

Report Inappropriate Review

Share this Review:

Great for getting rid of hair in drain

ToriRaye 02-28-10
(read all my reviews)

Overall Rating
"These are wonderful for pulling hair out of the bathroom drains... shower or sink. AWESOME job and trust me
when I tell you - you will be surprised at the amount of gunk you will pull out if your drain is clogged.
Great product - great performance!! Best thing - no chemicals. I have major allergies and get chemical bronchitis
very easy... I simply can not use drain cleaning liquid gels but I can use this with no issues. Thank you for a
chemical free solution to my drain clogs."
Would you recommend this product as a gift?
Yes
Who would this be a perfect gift for?
Families
Was this review helpful to you? Yes | No

Report Inappropriate Review

Share this Review:
Previous Reviews
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Yes, chemical drain cleaners take care of tough clogs. But they're often expensive and laden
with toxic additives. So try a more natural--yet effective--approach with these rubberized,
bendable drain tools. Just insert the FlexiSnake into a drain and twirl. A flat pad covered with
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hook-and-loop material grabs hair and soap residue and for a quick, clogged sink, tub, and
shower drain fix.
•
•
•
•

Includes two regular sized tools and two junior sized tools
Regular tools measures 26"L with 1/2"W pad
Not for use with solvents or extremely hot water
Made in USA
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Write a Review

Posted by HARRIET 02-27-10
(read all my reviews)

IT WORKS
Overall Rating

"YOU SAVED ME CALLING A PLUMBER PRODUCT IS CLEVER AND WORKS THANK YOU"
Would you recommend this product as a gift?
Yes
Who would this be a perfect gift for?
Families
Was this review helpful to you? Yes | No

Report Inappropriate Review

Share this Review:

Posted by Perry142004 02-25-10
(read all my reviews)

loove it!!!
Overall Rating

"I love this product!!! My shower drain was making a gurggling noise so I decided to purchase this product to see
if it would help....I literally pulled out a fist full of hair that I had no idea was down there!!! The drain flows very well
now, and I love the fact its chemical free!!!!"
Would you recommend this product as a gift?
Yes
Who would this be a perfect gift for?
Dads
Was this review helpful to you? Yes | No

Report Inappropriate Review

Share this Review:

IT REALLY WORKS!!!

Posted by Very Pleased! 02-23-10

http://www.qvc.com/qic/qvcapp.aspx/view.2/app.detail/params.item.V29217.desc.Set-of-4-FlexiSnake-Be...
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(read all my reviews)
Overall Rating
"This product just saved me $250! My master bathroom sink has been out of commision for quite some time now.
Interestingly, I had a plumber come in and give me a quote the same day this item aired on QVC. I chose to give
this product a try instead...especially because my mortgage payment was right around the corner. I figured I had
nothing to lose and if anything, I could return it if it did not work. Boy am I happy that I made the phone call and
ordered the FlexiSnake! It litererally removed a handful of hair out of my sink. I was in SHOCK! I could not
believe that the FlexiSnake worked. I will definitely refer this product to other home owners!! Worth EVERY
dollar."
Would you recommend this product as a gift?
Yes
Who would this be a perfect gift for?
Neighbors
Was this review helpful to you? Yes | No

Report Inappropriate Review

Share this Review:

Posted by Kat_81 02-20-10
(read all my reviews)

Works Wonders!!
Overall Rating

"I have really long hair so my bathroom sink keeps getting clogged. As soon as I got these in the mail, I went to
try it out. It took a couple minutes and my drain was unclogged. I couldn't believe how easy it was to use....you
just insert the hose down the drain and move it around a little and pull it out....and voila...all this hair came out...it
was disgusting yet amazing at the same time. Great product!!!"
Would you recommend this product as a gift?
Yes
Who would this be a perfect gift for?
Families
Was this review helpful to you? Yes | No

Report Inappropriate Review

Share this Review:

Posted by regalluck 02-20-10
(read all my reviews)

Worked for me
Overall Rating

"I thought I would give this a try since all other methods failed but I wasn't
real positive about results. I am giving it only 4 stars because it did not work on my bathtub drain, however, on my
bathroom sink where I had the most problem with hair, it worked like a charm. For the convenience, ease and
price, if it only worked on this one drain, it was worth it for me. Thanks for a great product."
Would you recommend this product as a gift?
No
Was this review helpful to you? Yes | No

Report Inappropriate Review

Share this Review:

Posted by tigers 02-18-10
(read all my reviews)

Great product
Overall Rating

"I have had sluggish drains before. I used this item and a lot of hair and sludge came out. I am going to buy some
as gifts. Thanks."
Would you recommend this product as a gift?
Yes
Was this review helpful to you? Yes | No

Report Inappropriate Review

Share this Review:

FANTASTIC PRODUCT!

Posted by Miss Ruth 02-17-10

http://www.qvc.com/qic/qvcapp.aspx/view.2/app.detail/params.item.V29217.desc.Set-of-4-FlexiSnake-Be...

7/1/2011

(read all my reviews)
Overall Rating
"I recently moved into a 13 year old house and it appeared that the drains had never been cleaned. I tried a
couple of attempts at liquid drain cleaners, but the problem did not improve. Eventually I was standing in ankle
deep water.
I got the FlexiSnake -- it was easy to use. I started to pull out wads of gummed up hair. Now the drain is perfectly
clean and free flowing. I won't both with those liquids again. Thanks for bringing us an excellent product at a
wonderful price."
Would you recommend this product as a gift?
Yes
Who would this be a perfect gift for?
Families
Was this review helpful to you? Yes | No

Report Inappropriate Review

Share this Review:

Posted by bobbirose 02-16-10
(read all my reviews)

WORKED GREAT
Overall Rating

"I BOUGHT THESE SPECIFICALLY FOR MY 50+ YEAR OLD LAUNDRY TUBS THAT WERE DRAINING VERY
SLOW AND I WAS AFRAID OF AN EVENTUAL OVER FLOW. WOW!! THE DRAIN IS WORKING PERFECTLY
NOW. GLAD I BOUGHT THESE!!!"
Would you recommend this product as a gift?
Yes
Who would this be a perfect gift for?
Families
Was this review helpful to you? Yes | No

Report Inappropriate Review

Share this Review:

Posted by Hershey275 02-16-10
(read all my reviews)

Silly excuse for a drain cleaner
Overall Rating

"I was very interested in this product because of a slow moving drain; a result of hair. The wire is flimsy, noting
that it needs to be flexible, but it can't be pushed properly and jams up in the opening of the drain. When I pulled
out the snake, it only revealed a small amount of gunk. I felt it wasn't a good product. I am sure there are stronger
wires for better manulipation."
Would you recommend this product as a gift?
No
Was this review helpful to you? Yes | No

Report Inappropriate Review

Share this Review:

Posted by jeanie47 02-13-10
(read all my reviews)

Back for more
Overall Rating

"I could not believe how well this product worked. All of my drains were so full of sludge and hair I am amazed
they drained at all. I called my plumber for a price on snaking the drains and was quoted a $100 service call fee
just to come out. What a deal these are!"
Would you recommend this product as a gift?
Yes
Was this review helpful to you? Yes | No

Report Inappropriate Review

Share this Review:

It works!

Posted by DragonFire43 02-11-10
(read all my reviews)
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Top 500 Contributor

Overall Rating
"Wish we bought these long ago. Our bathtub was sooo slow draining, Used all those liquid plumber type
products. NOTHING worked. Used the snake and bam! Drain UN clogged and is working like NEW! Yippee."
Would you recommend this product as a gift?
Yes
Who would this be a perfect gift for?
Families
Was this review helpful to you? Yes | No

Report Inappropriate Review

Share this Review:

Posted by SCruzSher 02-10-10
(read all my reviews)

Wow!
Overall Rating

"My bathroom sink has been running slow for so long and kept getting worse and worse. I tried everything from
chemical drain cleaners to a "green" solution of baking soda and white vinegar followed by boiling water. Nothing
worked. I put this little snake down the drain (didn't remove the stopper) and pulled out hair and other mystery
gunk, and now my drain works fine!!! This is the greatest product and so much cheaper than buying drain
cleaners."
Was this review helpful to you? Yes | No

Report Inappropriate Review

Share this Review:
Previous Reviews
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Yes, chemical drain cleaners take care of tough clogs. But they're often expensive and laden
with toxic additives. So try a more natural--yet effective--approach with these rubberized,
bendable drain tools. Just insert the FlexiSnake into a drain and twirl. A flat pad covered with
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hook-and-loop material grabs hair and soap residue and for a quick, clogged sink, tub, and
shower drain fix.
•
•
•
•

Includes two regular sized tools and two junior sized tools
Regular tools measures 26"L with 1/2"W pad
Not for use with solvents or extremely hot water
Made in USA
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Write a Review

Posted by Tahoe Teddy 02-10-10
(read all my reviews)

What a waste of money
Overall Rating

"Due to illness, was not able to send this back in time so am stuck with it. But it did not work for me. I'm in an
older bldg., lower floor apt. sitting on a slab, so the bathtub plumbing does not go straight down. I could not for
the life of me get this thing to go further than an inch and the bathtub is where I needed it the most as the water
backs up when I shower. Did not work in kitchen or bathroom sinks either. I think would work better too if it had a
better handle to work it down into the drains. These slip around too much in my hands. Just not a good deal at
all."
Would you recommend this product as a gift?
No
Was this review helpful to you? Yes | No

Report Inappropriate Review

Share this Review:

Posted by JoyJ 02-09-10
(read all my reviews)

It REALLY Works!!!
Overall Rating

"I saw this on TV.. then read all the good reviews so I purchased the tools. I was having a really bad problem with
a slow draining sink that other drain cleaning products just couldn't fix. I thought I would have to call a plumber.
Got this and in under 3 minutes my drain was flowing normally again. I am VERY happy with this item and highly
recommend it."
Would you recommend this product as a gift?
Yes
Who would this be a perfect gift for?
Families
Was this review helpful to you? Yes | No

Report Inappropriate Review

Share this Review:

http://www.qvc.com/qic/qvcapp.aspx/view.2/app.detail/params.item.V29217.desc.Set-of-4-FlexiSnake-Be...
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Posted by horsewoman 02-06-10
(read all my reviews)

Oh My Gosh! It Works
Overall Rating

"Got this today and used it on sinks, shower and tubs. It is awesome! A big yuck to what came out and now I
have free flowing draining water. I have very, very long hair and it's gone from the drain! Soooo easy to use."
Would you recommend this product as a gift?
Yes
Was this review helpful to you? Yes | No

Report Inappropriate Review

Share this Review:

Posted by AuntPat 02-04-10
(read all my reviews)

VERY IMPRESSIVE!
Overall Rating

"I used this product once and my tub drain was cleared, after weeks of using cleaners that didn't do a thing. I'm
guessing it took two minutes -- maybe three. Couldn't be easier to use, but best of all, it works!"
Would you recommend this product as a gift?
Yes
Who would this be a perfect gift for?
Moms
Was this review helpful to you? Yes | No

Report Inappropriate Review

Share this Review:

Posted by pc06404 01-31-10
(read all my reviews)

Did not work for me
Overall Rating

"I am sorry to say the product did not work on our clogged shower drain. It pulled out a few hairs but not the main
clog. I think it pushed the clog in further. A plunger did not help either. Unfortunately we had to resort to
chemicals, which eventually dissolved the clog."
Would you recommend this product as a gift?
No
Was this review helpful to you? Yes | No

Report Inappropriate Review

Share this Review:

Posted by SueJo 01-31-10
(read all my reviews)

Great Product!
Overall Rating

"I just tried these on my shower and sink drains. Wow! "Cousin It" came out of both drains! It really clings to the
hair and removes it. Remove the hair, clean it off and you can use it again. Great product!"
Would you recommend this product as a gift?
Yes
Was this review helpful to you? Yes | No

Report Inappropriate Review

Share this Review:

This item is wonderful!

Posted by SpikeMom 01-29-10
(read all my reviews)

Overall Rating
"These things are great! They work just as they are advertised. I have tried several other "quick fixes" for sink
drains and none of them really worked but these DO. As soon as I received these I took them out of the box and
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tried them on my bathroom sink. I was amazed at how much "stuff" I got out!! Now my sink drains just like new!
One of the best products I ever purchased from QVC."
Would you recommend this product as a gift?
Yes
Who would this be a perfect gift for?
Families
Was this review helpful to you? Yes | No

Report Inappropriate Review

Share this Review:

Posted by rosie-b 01-28-10
(read all my reviews)

LOVE THESE THINGS!!!!
Overall Rating

"I NEVER REALIZED HOW MUCH STUFF CLOGGING MY SINK!!! I GOT IT TO DRAIN AGAIN BEFORE I GOT
THE FLEX SNAKE, BUT WHEN i WAS TRYING IT OUT AFTER I RECEIVED THEM, I PULLED OUT MORE
STUFF.....YUK..... !!!! I'M SO HAPPY I GOT THIS!!!! NOW I CAN KEEP THE DRAIN CLEAR EASIER AND NO
CHEMICALS!!!!!!"
Would you recommend this product as a gift?
Yes
Who would this be a perfect gift for?
Moms
Was this review helpful to you? Yes | No

Report Inappropriate Review

Share this Review:

Posted by happy shopper33 01-28-10
(read all my reviews)

AMAZING
Overall Rating

"What a great product ! It really works. The minute I received the product I had to go and play with them and omg
what I pulled out of the sinks and bathtubs looked like cousin It ,no wonder the drains where draining so slow ,
well no more slow drains . I am so glad to have purchased them."
Would you recommend this product as a gift?
Yes
Who would this be a perfect gift for?
Families
Was this review helpful to you? Yes | No

Report Inappropriate Review

Share this Review:

Posted by nursecarcar 01-26-10
(read all my reviews)

GROSS!!!
Overall Rating

"Received last week and tried them over the weekend. What came out of my bathroom sinks was GROSS to say
the least. The drains are now clear no problems. Easy to do and did not remove the stoppers from the sinks. I
even did the bathtub and it drains much quicker now."
Would you recommend this product as a gift?
Yes
Who would this be a perfect gift for?
Best Friends
Was this review helpful to you? Yes | No

Report Inappropriate Review

Share this Review:

Amazed

Posted by LIbby 01-26-10
(read all my reviews)

Overall Rating
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"I just got this yesterday and ran right to my bathroom drains and I could not belive what I pulled up. It is kinda
gross but this works better than any drain cleaner or baking soda and vineger solution. And its fast. And they
were right....when I did my shower it did look like I had pulled out a rodent, really, you have got to try this product,
I am sold.
I did not want to take the cover off my shower so I just cut off half the large tool and it worked great without
having to drag out tools."
Would you recommend this product as a gift?
Yes
Who would this be a perfect gift for?
Co-workers
Was this review helpful to you? Yes | No

Report Inappropriate Review

Share this Review:

Posted by WestchesterKM 01-26-10
(read all my reviews)

It Works!
Overall Rating

"I would not take the time to write a review unless I was absolutely thrilled with a product. Within a half hour I
used these wire drain tools on all my bathroom fixtures. I recently bought a new home and you would be amazed
at what was clogging the drains! I pulled out tons of hair and was happy to actually hear the water drain quickly
out of the bathroom sinks! Worth the investment! Routine cleaning will eliminate costly plumbing bills. I
recommend this to anyone, especially if you do not want to harm your pipes with chemicals. Thanks again QVC!"
Would you recommend this product as a gift?
Yes
Who would this be a perfect gift for?
Neighbors
Was this review helpful to you? Yes | No

Report Inappropriate Review

Share this Review:
Previous Reviews
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Yes, chemical drain cleaners take care of tough clogs. But they're often expensive and laden
with toxic additives. So try a more natural--yet effective--approach with these rubberized,
bendable drain tools. Just insert the FlexiSnake into a drain and twirl. A flat pad covered with
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hook-and-loop material grabs hair and soap residue and for a quick, clogged sink, tub, and
shower drain fix.
•
•
•
•

Includes two regular sized tools and two junior sized tools
Regular tools measures 26"L with 1/2"W pad
Not for use with solvents or extremely hot water
Made in USA
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Write a Review

Posted by khrystleball 01-25-10
(read all my reviews)

Outstanding!!!
Overall Rating

"I've struggled with my bathroom sink for some time now. I've used liquid clearing type products that would take
overnight usage to only ease the problem, not solve. With this item straight out of the package and into the
drain.... it worked! I honestly had no clue that much hair (with soap scum and other goo) was lodged in my drain.
This item works!!!"
Would you recommend this product as a gift?
Yes
Was this review helpful to you? Yes | No

Report Inappropriate Review

Share this Review:

Posted by SuperiorWI 01-24-10
(read all my reviews)

Didn't work for me.
Overall Rating

"I liked the idea of this item during the on air presentation. Admittedly, I thought the dry hairball in the drain didn't
represent reality at all. It was pliable enough to pass into the tub drain and trap but not rigid enough to twist
without folding up on itself. It just did not work at all for my needs. It's going back."
Would you recommend this product as a gift?
No
Was this review helpful to you? Yes | No

Report Inappropriate Review

Share this Review:

Great Product

Posted by girldog123 01-21-10
(read all my reviews)
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Overall Rating
"Would highly reccommend. Works great! No need for drain cleaners"
Would you recommend this product as a gift?
Yes
Who would this be a perfect gift for?
Me!
Was this review helpful to you? Yes | No

Report Inappropriate Review

Share this Review:

This item ROCKS!!!! It's AWESOME beyond belief

Posted by SherriG 01-21-10
(read all my reviews)

Overall Rating
"I purchased this tool for the sink in the bathroom that is constantly clogged. It is such a major chore to dismantle
the drain to remove the clog. In 3 minutes flat I had that drain completely clear and running like new using this
tool. Thank you so much this paid for itself after 1 use. I highy recommend it."
Would you recommend this product as a gift?
Yes
Who would this be a perfect gift for?
Families
Was this review helpful to you? Yes | No

Report Inappropriate Review

Share this Review:

Posted by SANDRA P 01-21-10
(read all my reviews)

Very user friendly for women!!
Overall Rating

"Great News!!!! I fixed my own bathtub clog by simply ordering these snakes and sticking it down the drain hole
and pulled out hair clumps, now drain working perfect, no more clog and best yet, NO PLUMBER BILLS!!
Thank you, Thank you, Thank you!!"
Would you recommend this product as a gift?
Yes
Who would this be a perfect gift for?
Moms
Was this review helpful to you? Yes | No

Report Inappropriate Review

Share this Review:

Posted by jb7 01-15-10
(read all my reviews)

Great
Overall Rating

"I had a bathroom sink that was slow to drain. Tried a well known liquid drain cleaner and it didn't work. Saw this,
tried it. Yes, it was gross what came out of the drain, but, what a difference. I purchased when it was first on. The
drain has been clear for many months. I still have the other 3. Well worth the money. Thanks for a great product."
Would you recommend this product as a gift?
No
Was this review helpful to you? Yes | No

Report Inappropriate Review

Share this Review:

It works!

Posted by Courtlady 11-23-09
(read all my reviews)

Overall Rating
"I'm glad I saw it on-air and really glad I bought it. It works and drains are now running clear. Will purchase some
for the rest of the family."
Would you recommend this product as a gift?
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Yes
Who would this be a perfect gift for?
Families
Report Inappropriate Review

Was this review helpful to you? Yes | No
Share this Review:

Posted by nevadadj 11-08-09
(read all my reviews)

WOW!!!
Overall Rating

"Short story...I tried to take my sink stopper out of one of my sinks and the tiny washer was lost in the p-trap. I
went to a fixture store to try to purchase a new one and they didn't even carry them. The young man was kind
enough to open a box from the stock room and take out the washer and gave it to me. I thought...what if this
happens again??! So...thank you sooooo much for this fabulous tool. It works like magic and will save me from
that ever happening again!"
Would you recommend this product as a gift?
Yes
Who would this be a perfect gift for?
Me!
Was this review helpful to you? Yes | No

Report Inappropriate Review

Share this Review:

Posted by Coushatta 11-06-09
(read all my reviews)

EXCELLENT PRODUCT
Overall Rating

"This is a wonderful product. One of my bathroom sinks had slow drainage for a few weeks. As other customers
have stated, I tried all types of drain cleaners, etc. and was just about to call a plumber.
However, I saw this product on QVC's website and decided to give it a try.
As soon as I received these tools, I used one of them it to clear the "gunk" out of the drain. I was amazed at how
quickly it worked. The water immediately began draining out normally. I am very happy with the results and
recommend this product to everyone!!!"
Would you recommend this product as a gift?
Yes
Who would this be a perfect gift for?
Families
1 of 1 people found this review helpful.
Was this review helpful to you? Yes | No

Report Inappropriate Review

Share this Review:

Posted by LuvMyShihTzus 11-03-09
(read all my reviews)

Great Product
Overall Rating

"This product really works! And to think of all the money I've spent on drain cleaners over the years. I was
shocked at the gunk I pulled out of the drain. The drain in my bathroom sink flows like it did when it was new. So
glad I bought this!"
Would you recommend this product as a gift?
Yes
1 of 1 people found this review helpful.
Was this review helpful to you? Yes | No

Report Inappropriate Review

Share this Review:

Didn't Work

Posted by toots4711 11-03-09
(read all my reviews)

Overall Rating
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"In the bathroom the water was slowly running down the drain. I thought to purchase this product and all my
troubles would be over with. I tried both drain tools to no avail. Had to purchase heavy duty drain cleaner and a
drain snake from the hardware store to loosen up mostly my husbands shaving cream that had hardened. I think
if it is only a hair issue it will work, but I was very disappointed it did nothing for my problem."
Would you recommend this product as a gift?
No
2 of 2 people found this review helpful.
Was this review helpful to you? Yes | No

Report Inappropriate Review

Share this Review:

Posted by Lortney 10-30-09
(read all my reviews)

Great idea, but misses the mark!
Overall Rating

"The idea is fantastic, but needs some work! They didn't say on TV that the product was a one time use, so
imagine my surprise after ordering and reading the reviews! I usually take my sink apart and use an ice pick to
get the hair, slime, and mold out, and it takes about 15 minutes per sink! This product did make a fast job of it,
but I still took the drain plug off to clean all the gunk off of it. You have to clean that gunk off and this won't get it
all. Then I thought I would try to clean all the grossness off of it, which I did, but I still had to get my hands gunky
and it was difficult. I did manage to clean it for re-use. The product, while relatively cheap is too expensive for a
one-time use! I think that perhaps, it should be made with the idea that the dirty tip can be disposed of, and have
extra tips to be put on it! QVC, is that possible? Won't buy again unless the tips can be thrown away and replaced
at a reasonable cost! By the way, I don't know anyone who has a dry hairball down the sink! It is wet hair mixed
with slime! Let's be real here!"
Would you recommend this product as a gift?
No
3 of 3 people found this review helpful.
Was this review helpful to you? Yes | No

Report Inappropriate Review

Share this Review:
Previous Reviews
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Yes, chemical drain cleaners take care of tough clogs. But they're often expensive and laden
with toxic additives. So try a more natural--yet effective--approach with these rubberized,
bendable drain tools. Just insert the FlexiSnake into a drain and twirl. A flat pad covered with
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hook-and-loop material grabs hair and soap residue and for a quick, clogged sink, tub, and
shower drain fix.
•
•
•
•

Includes two regular sized tools and two junior sized tools
Regular tools measures 26"L with 1/2"W pad
Not for use with solvents or extremely hot water
Made in USA
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Write a Review

Posted by Rubin June 10-30-09
(read all my reviews)

Awsome!!!!!
Overall Rating

"I have to agree with everyone else. I bought this to use in my bathroom drain. Once and it was clear. This
product did what several, and I mean no less than 10 applications of different drain cleaners, could do!
I was surprised to see that this was a disposable product, but after clearing my drain I gladly threw away. Yuck!
Do not hesistat to buy this. Worked perfectly!"
Would you recommend this product as a gift?
No
Was this review helpful to you? Yes | No

Report Inappropriate Review

Share this Review:

Posted by cristy7 10-28-09
(read all my reviews)

Totally Awesome!!!!!!!!!!!
Overall Rating

"Instant results after simply running it down my sink. A sink that has refused every unclogging effort over the past
four months. It was one of those "shock and awe" moments for me...lol. Do not hesitate to purchase. Wow...no
plummer, which I was about ready to call."
Would you recommend this product as a gift?
Yes
Who would this be a perfect gift for?
Families
Was this review helpful to you? Yes | No

Report Inappropriate Review

Share this Review:

http://www.qvc.com/qic/qvcapp.aspx/view.2/app.detail/params.item.V29217.desc.Set-of-4-FlexiSnake-Be...

7/1/2011

Well worth the money, then some.

Posted by Buffysmom 10-28-09
(read all my reviews)

Overall Rating
"My bathroom sink was running very slow. I tired several different drain chemicals and even tried soda and
vinegar. Nothing worked. I received the flexisnake tools today, and it took about 1 or 2 minutes and my sink
started running very good. I spent all that money on drain cleaners and wish I had these tools to begin with."
Would you recommend this product as a gift?
Yes
Who would this be a perfect gift for?
Dads
Was this review helpful to you? Yes | No

Report Inappropriate Review

Share this Review:

Posted by trixie2 10-24-09
(read all my reviews)

So Easy!
Overall Rating

"This product is just so great! My bathroom sink gets clogged repeatedly and I spend a lot of time waiting for my
husband to basically take it apart and clean it. For the approx. 20 bucks I thought I'd try these flexisnakes. I did it
myself and in so much less time!! I am so impressed- I would recommend these to my friends!!"
Would you recommend this product as a gift?
Yes
Who would this be a perfect gift for?
Families
Was this review helpful to you? Yes | No

Report Inappropriate Review

Share this Review:

Solved My Problem- Great Purchase

Posted by woodworker 10-23-09
(read all my reviews)

Overall Rating
"I just used this product to clear a slow running bath tub drain. I followed the instruction that were supplied with
the FlexiSnake. it worked as advertised. My drain is now draining just as it did when it was first installed.
I would definitely recommend this item for the home handyman."
Would you recommend this product as a gift?
Yes
Who would this be a perfect gift for?
Dads
Was this review helpful to you? Yes | No

Report Inappropriate Review

Share this Review:

jmc05 10-22-09
(read all my reviews)

Great buy!
Overall Rating

"I too saw this on air just as I was wondering what to do about my slow bathroom drain. I figured I'd try this before
I called a plumber and am I glad that I did. It pulled a hunk of hair out of my drain that was rather scary in size. I
had no idea all that was down there. Needless to say, the slow drain problem has been taken care of, and for a
lot less than a professional would have charged me."
Would you recommend this product as a gift?
Yes
Was this review helpful to you? Yes | No

Report Inappropriate Review

Share this Review:

Thank you QVC

Posted by justme49 10-18-09
(read all my reviews)

http://www.qvc.com/qic/qvcapp.aspx/view.2/app.detail/params.item.V29217.desc.Set-of-4-FlexiSnake-Be...
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Overall Rating
"Saw this item on air, just as I was wondering what to do about my clogged bathroom sink drain. Ordered it, used
it and now the water just flows right out!
Great product ... saved me from using harsh chemicals or an expensive plumber!"
Would you recommend this product as a gift?
Yes
Was this review helpful to you? Yes | No

Report Inappropriate Review

Share this Review:

Posted by sparkybird 10-18-09
(read all my reviews)

Quck, Easy and Effective
Overall Rating

"Not everything you see on TV works as advertised, but this really did. The only alternative we had before was
strong chemicals to clear the drain, and with my asthma, we could only clean a drain when we were going to be
gone for several hours. That problem is gone, and it's a true delight to have something that fits the drain in the
bathroom sink without having to take the assembly apart."
Would you recommend this product as a gift?
Yes
Who would this be a perfect gift for?
Dads
Was this review helpful to you? Yes | No

Report Inappropriate Review

Share this Review:

Posted by mlur 10-17-09
(read all my reviews)

This deserves 10 stars!!
Overall Rating

"Wow! A product made in the USA!!!! - That's the first great thing. It really does what it is supposed to do! Another great thing! I got so much hair and gunk out of my drain and had immediate results with a free running
drain in my bathroom sink. - Yet another great thing.
Environmentally friendly, economical. Excellent product!"
Would you recommend this product as a gift?
Yes
Who would this be a perfect gift for?
Families
Was this review helpful to you? Yes | No

Report Inappropriate Review

Share this Review:

Posted by jerseygirl1948 10-17-09
(read all my reviews)

Worked like a charm
Overall Rating

"Everyone should have a few sets of these at home. Prevents clogs from turning into major problems. Concept is
simple and it works, no more having dangerous toxic chemicals at home with horrible fumes!! Thank you QVC for
this.."
Would you recommend this product as a gift?
No
Who would this be a perfect gift for?
Families
Was this review helpful to you? Yes | No

Report Inappropriate Review

Share this Review:

I just saved $500.00!!! Thanks to this product!

Posted by MsMetoo 09-27-09
(read all my reviews)

http://www.qvc.com/qic/qvcapp.aspx/view.2/app.detail/params.item.V29217.desc.Set-of-4-FlexiSnake-Be...

7/1/2011

Overall Rating
"I lost a diamond necklace (500.00 cost) about a year ago. I knew it went down the shower drain. I tried hangers
and other things to try to find it. Finally gave up and thought it was washed away for good. Not long ago I saw this
product on air, and thought, "What the heck, I'll try it." I couldn't believe my eyes!!! I now have my necklace back.
I was so shocked to see it on the end of the flexi-snake. Marvelous, absolutely marvelous!!! Probably my best
purchase ever!"
Would you recommend this product as a gift?
Yes
Was this review helpful to you? Yes | No

Report Inappropriate Review

Share this Review:

Posted by shortstop88 09-20-09
(read all my reviews)

Genius, girl-friendly solution!
Overall Rating

"I hate having slow drains, but I hate dealing with them even more. These genius little things are clean, easy to
control and THEY WORK!!! No more chemicals or huge coiled snakes that never work right for me anyway. Just
put this down the drain, twist, pull out that wad of hair and toss the whole thing! Love them!"
Would you recommend this product as a gift?
Yes
Who would this be a perfect gift for?
Moms
Was this review helpful to you? Yes | No

Report Inappropriate Review

Share this Review:
Previous Reviews
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Yes, chemical drain cleaners take care of tough clogs. But they're often expensive and laden
with toxic additives. So try a more natural--yet effective--approach with these rubberized,
bendable drain tools. Just insert the FlexiSnake into a drain and twirl. A flat pad covered with
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hook-and-loop material grabs hair and soap residue and for a quick, clogged sink, tub, and
shower drain fix.
•
•
•
•

Includes two regular sized tools and two junior sized tools
Regular tools measures 26"L with 1/2"W pad
Not for use with solvents or extremely hot water
Made in USA
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Write a Review

Posted by 1MOMMYOF3 09-10-09
(read all my reviews)

Smartest purchase ever!!
Overall Rating

"This product is AMAZING!! It does exactly what it says its going to do and not disapointed but amazed on how
great it works. Drain was causing water to overflow in the tub while showering. My kids didn't even want to use
the shower any longer. We used this product in the drain and pulled out like 3 big blobs of hair that was plugging
the drain. Had used chemicals before but nothing worked. We could see why after pulling out all that hair out.
Buy this don't waste your money on anything else. Fabulous product. I wish all products would do what they say
like this one..You will not be disapointed at all..."
Would you recommend this product as a gift?
Yes
Who would this be a perfect gift for?
Dads
Was this review helpful to you? Yes | No

Report Inappropriate Review

Share this Review:

Posted by dxyou23 09-02-09
(read all my reviews)

Money well spent!
Overall Rating

"I just received this today and already my clogged bathroom sink is clear! I hate using chemicals as those harsh
drain cleaners usually do not work. I saw an infommercial on tv offering a similar product and had ordered them
but never received. I also did not get a refund from the company which did not make me very happy. I decided to
see if QVC had anything similar and sure enough they did. I unclogged my bathroom sink in less than 10
minutes. Thanks for another great product QVC!"
Would you recommend this product as a gift?
Yes
Was this review helpful to you? Yes | No

Report Inappropriate Review
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Share this Review:

Posted by mjc15 08-30-09
(read all my reviews)

GREAT PRODUCT
Overall Rating

"My wife purchased this a while back and wanted me to do the Master bathroom sink and tub I looked at this and
was very leary. Well today she asked me to clean the sink and tub in the master bath.I read the instructions and
PROCEDED TO CLEAN OUT 10 YEARS OF HAIR,SOAP, AND WHATEVER ELSE WAS DOWN IN THE
PIPES.Thanks for a great product it realy saved me MONEY,NO PLUMBER TO CALL."
Would you recommend this product as a gift?
Yes
Who would this be a perfect gift for?
Families
Was this review helpful to you? Yes | No

Report Inappropriate Review

Share this Review:

Posted by loveour4leggedfriends 08-29-09
(read all my reviews)

What an Invention!!!!!

Top 250 Contributor

Overall Rating
"I have been a QVC customer since its inception and I have to say, this is one of the best, most useful, practical
items I have ever purchased. It works exactly as demonstrated. I was amazed at how much hair and gook I
removed from my bathtub drain. Even my DH was impressed. I did not want to keep using chemicals in my drains
and the snake went all the way down and did such a fantastic job. I would give this 10 stars if I could. Best
investment I made in a long time."
Would you recommend this product as a gift?
Yes
Was this review helpful to you? Yes | No

Report Inappropriate Review

Share this Review:

Posted by sara77 08-28-09
(read all my reviews)

Amazing
Overall Rating

"I could not believe the gunk that came out of the drain using this tool. It did take both the small and one larger on
my bathroom sink drain, but I do have the other two ready for the next time I need them. Not sure what all was in
the clumps that it grabbed, but glad its gone and my drain is working like it should!!! I agree, they are not reusable
and not sure if you would want to with as much gross stuff that gets on it. This is worth the money and I would
buy them again when needed."
Was this review helpful to you? Yes | No

Report Inappropriate Review

Share this Review:

a great feeling of accomplishment

Posted by jhallor 08-22-09
(read all my reviews)

Overall Rating
"This product definitely does what it claims. No more "up to ankles in water"! The only thing I disagree with is
being able to clean them. On the demonstration they show the hair being removed and cleaned off, but that hair
is dry and I don't know about your drain, but the stuff in my drain is wet & goopy! I have no issue with it only being
a one-time use, because the cost of a plumber to snake the drain would be at least 4 times what I paid for the set
of 4. Great job!"
Would you recommend this product as a gift?
Yes
Was this review helpful to you? Yes | No

Report Inappropriate Review

Share this Review:
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Posted by bunkster 08-20-09
(read all my reviews)

Great for hair
Overall Rating

"As promised, this does indeed work on blocked hair in a drain, and is very easy to use. As simple as it is, it is
flexible and worked very well in my two drains. I was skeptical, but it worked as demonstrated. I was amazed at
what it pulled up (yuk)."
Would you recommend this product as a gift?
Yes
Who would this be a perfect gift for?
Dads
Was this review helpful to you? Yes | No

Report Inappropriate Review

Share this Review:

Single mom's most prized posession

Posted by artmom59 08-19-09
(read all my reviews)

Overall Rating
"I am a single mom with a teenager with long fine hair that tangles even on her head when wet. You can imagine
what happens when that hair makes it's way down the shower drain...and yes, she even gets it in the sink drain! 3
times now, the Flexi Snake has been my saving grace! It is truly amazing! I had tried drain cleaners and nothing
happened. One day I was walking with my girlfriend and told her about my plight and then she told me her
husband invented this really cool gizmo that would do the trick! I have used both sizes of the Flexi Snake and
they do the job wonderfully! I don't know what's more exciting: my clean drain or the fact that I know the inventor!"
Would you recommend this product as a gift?
Yes
Who would this be a perfect gift for?
Best Friends
Was this review helpful to you? Yes | No

Report Inappropriate Review

Share this Review:

Posted by Burns 08-17-09
(read all my reviews)

This truly works
Overall Rating

"I was so tried of pouring gel stuff down my drain and still the water would go down slowly ~ So I purchased these
and they TRULY WORK. I put one down the sink and it cleared up my problem in just a few minutes. Amazing
tool!!!!"
Would you recommend this product as a gift?
Yes
Who would this be a perfect gift for?
Moms
Was this review helpful to you? Yes | No

Report Inappropriate Review

Share this Review:

Posted by tara1950 08-16-09
(read all my reviews)

It really worked!
Overall Rating

"And it's so easy to use. Yes, indeed. It's a money saver because my only other option was to call a plumber (or
wait for my too-busy brotherinlaw). The famous D drain cleaner only took care of part of the problem. Such a little
thing has made me so happy :) They don't take up much storage space. I cleaned mine and plan to reuse it.
Easy, easy, easy. Works, works, works."
Was this review helpful to you? Yes | No

Report Inappropriate Review

Share this Review:
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Posted by NanMoo 08-14-09
(read all my reviews)

Difficult to use in this old house . . .
Overall Rating

"I so wanted these to work but unfortunately they were extremely difficult to push around the stopper mechanism.
The amount of "stuff" removed from the bathroom sink was neglible and it was next to impossible to insert into
the tub drain. Our home is 30+ years old and the plumbing fixtures are old so perhaps they work better on newer
fixtures. Sadly they are being returned."
Was this review helpful to you? Yes | No

Report Inappropriate Review

Share this Review:

Posted by Shopper-by-the-sea 08-14-09
(read all my reviews)

It pays for itself in one use

Top 500 Contributor

Overall Rating
"I used this on my shower drain, and Oh My Goodness! I honestly thought I pulled up a dead rat, it was such a
big hair glob. If I had called a plumber, it would've been about $100 a visit. This is worth it. These are disposable,
so you only use them once and toss. So you are getting 4 jobs done for one low price. I had been pouring liquid
draino down the shower about 1x a month, but the drain was still slow - now it's obvious why! Those drain
cleaners cost about $4 a bottle, and don't fix anything. This is about $4 a flexisnake and it takes care of the
problem without any chemicals!"
Was this review helpful to you? Yes | No

Report Inappropriate Review

Share this Review:
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Yes, chemical drain cleaners take care of tough clogs. But they're often expensive and laden
with toxic additives. So try a more natural--yet effective--approach with these rubberized,
bendable drain tools. Just insert the FlexiSnake into a drain and twirl. A flat pad covered with
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hook-and-loop material grabs hair and soap residue and for a quick, clogged sink, tub, and
shower drain fix.
•
•
•
•

Includes two regular sized tools and two junior sized tools
Regular tools measures 26"L with 1/2"W pad
Not for use with solvents or extremely hot water
Made in USA
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Write a Review

Posted by JBZ 08-13-09
(read all my reviews)

Absolutely amazing
Overall Rating

"Noone gets excited over a product that cleans your drain, but let me tell you - these rubberied wire drain tools
are amazing. I used the smaller drain tool in my sink drains, and I don't even want to describe the "yuk" that came
out of them. It was disgusting, it smelled, and now the water goes right down the drain. This not only solved a
problem, but I am going to guess it solved a future problem - before it happened. Awesome product. I will
absolutely buy these again!"
Would you recommend this product as a gift?
No
Was this review helpful to you? Yes | No

Report Inappropriate Review

Share this Review:

Posted by harleylovey 08-13-09
(read all my reviews)

Great Product
Overall Rating

"I just recieved my drain tools this afternoon. We had a constant problem in our bathroom drain and tried
everything to clear it. I used the bendable snake and was amazed at how well it worked! It got out all the hair and
gunk that was blocking the drain. There was much more in there than I could have imagined. I highly recommend
the FlexiSnake to anyone thinking of making this purchase. It pays for itself the very first time you use it!"
Would you recommend this product as a gift?
Yes
Who would this be a perfect gift for?
Families
Was this review helpful to you? Yes | No

Report Inappropriate Review

Share this Review:
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Posted by taj 08-13-09
(read all my reviews)

Very Helpful Tool
Overall Rating

"I just used the small FlexiSnake in my bathroom vanity sink and it very easily removed (just as depicted on the
on air presentation) a moderate amount of hair. I have been pouring liquid drain cleaners down the sinks and
bathroom tub drains for years and years, but while they help somewhat, they do not remove most of the hair clog.
This is a very helpful tool to have around the house. It would be nice not to have to use so much of the corrosive
liquid drain cleaners in the future. Thank you QVC for a very nice product."
Was this review helpful to you? Yes | No

Report Inappropriate Review

Share this Review:
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